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ABSTRACT
This thesis is intended to investigate women’s plantation economies from the
varying perspectives of Margaret Mitchell, William Faulkner, Sherley Anne Williams,
and Ernest Gaines. The materials used for research were primary texts: Gone With the
Wind, The Unvanquished, Dessa Rose, and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman^
along with multiple secondary sources.
Faulkner and Mitchell show white plantation mistresses take advantage oftheir
newfound independence and economic opportunities due to the absence of the patriarch
during the Civil War. While these plantation mistresses prove to be economic powers,
their slaves remain in traditional roles. They are depicted to be content wdth their lives
and their plantation mistresses. Gaines and Williams present a contrasting view of the
relationship between slaves and their white mistresses. Because these neo-slave
narratives provide the slave perspective, there is more definitive understanding of slave
life. In addition, these neo-slave narratives provide slaves a voice and economic
empowerment in the plantation community, factors that Faulkner and Mitchell never
explore in The Unvanquished and Gone With the Wind.
Overall, it appears that contemporary neo-slave narratives provide a more realistic
interpretation of the plantation economy. While Faulkner and Mitchell empower the
plantation mistress in the business community, this only gives economic independence to
white women. It creates a two-fold problem: the relationship between slave/mistress is
idealized and slaves remain in stereotypical roles as “help.” Faulkner and Mitchell
provide the white perspective of the plantation community, an aspect that appears to be a
biased view. Because Gaines and Williams write their novels in the slave perspective. I
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was able to recognize the truth about slavery. In their novels, relationships between
slaves/mistresses are not idealized, and slaves have a voice. Gaines and Williams allow
their slaves to become economic powers, a feature missing in Gone With the Wind and
The Unvanquished. Faulkner and Mitchell present slaves who help their plantation
mistresses with economic endeavors but lack the benefits and credit for their work.
Overall, Gaines and Williams fill in the missing pieces and perspectives that Mitchell and
Faulkner disregard in Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished. Though Gone With
the Wind and The Unvanquished are camouflaged with humor and drama that tugs at our
heartstrings, the facts still remain: Faulkner and Mitchell portray a one-sided account of
plantation economies.
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INTRODUCTION
The main goal ofthis thesis is to identify women’s warfare economies and to
investigate various perspectives of white and black women’s warfare economies during
the Civil War. The primary sources examined are Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the
Wind, William Faulkner’s The Unvanquished, Sheriey Anne Williams* Dessa Rose, and
Ernest Gaines’ The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pitman. Ultimately, I will address the
contrasting perspectives between the white 1930s writers, Margaret Mitchell and William
Faulkner, and the black contemporary writers, Ernest Gaines and Sherley Anne Williams.
By exposing the bias in language, actions, and characterization, I hope to show the
influence of white supremacy in Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished through
depictions of the success of white plantation mistresses (lacking the patriarch)
metaphysically, socially, and most importantly economically and the contrasting view of
the slave in the same economy.
While Faulkner and Mitchell paint an idealistic picture of slaves and plantation
mistresses working together in harmony and equilibrium, Ernest Gaines and Sherley
Anne Williams question these ideals. Ernest Gaines and Shirley and Williams wrote
Dessa Rose (1986) and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman (1969). At this point, 1
must pose my first question: Is the a more truthful representation of the black/white
relationship in the post-slave economy by contemporary African American novelists or
white writers who were only a few generations removed from the Civil War and
Reconstruct!on?
With the absence of their husbands, due to sickness, death, and war, these
plantation white women assume roles of authority and prove to be successful in their
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economic endeavors. An important note: this success does not come alone. They prove
their success due to the help oftrustworthy slaves like Mammy,from Gone With the
Winds^ and Louvinia and Ringo, from The Unvanquished. Quite frankly, the work
relationship between slaves and their owners is partisan even after emancipation. While
Granny and Scarlett O’Hara are depicted as pioneers for white women in the work place
and at home,their black counterparts persist as the stereotypical inferior race throughout
the novels set during the Civil War and Reconstruction years. As the white plantation
mistress finds her independence and capital, Faulkner and Mitchell limit black roles like
those of Mammy,Louvinia, and Ringo portraying them satisfied with plantation
economy suppression.
Both Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman, are neo-slave
narratives written by African American authors, but more importantly are told from the
slave perspective. In Dessa Rose, there is a complete representation of all perspectives.
including white and black, since the novel is broken into three sections: “The Darky,
“The Wench,” and “The Negress.

Knowing that we hear from Nehemiah the white

writer, Rufel the plantation mistress, and Dessa the black runaway slave, there is
representation of many perspectives; thus, a reduced contingency of single perspective
bias from one race. Because Dessa is a runaway slave, she is able to tell her story and
negates the argument that slaves were content with their living conditions and owners,
poisted by Faulkner and Mitchell. Instead, Williams creates a setting for the reader to be
aware of the darkness and atrocity of slavery. Williams also creates a setting where
Rufel’s husband, the plantation patriarch is absent. Due to this, Rufel is forced to rely on
her slaves to survive. Hence, the difference between this neo-slave narrative and a novel
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like Gone With the Wind or The Unvanquished is the following: Williams equalizes the
business relationship between the runaways and Rufel. Instead of Rufel initiating the
economic scheme of pseudo slave trading, the runaways suggest the plan and become
equal partners with Rufel in the scheme. Not only do slaves receive a voice, they also
obtain economic freedom. Since Gone with the Wind and The Unvanquished are told
from the white perspective, the slaves have no voice and the reader is not informed of the
true feelings of Mammy,Louvinia, or Ringo.
Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman are told with passion
and deep-rooted emotion from the slave’s perspective. Because there is a more honest
representation of slaves, the idealistic relationship that Faulkner and Mitchell present
between slave and owner is negated. Though The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman
does not present the female slave character Miss Jane in a rebellious tone like Dessa
Rose, she still stands for the same ideals of freedom and independence that Dessa Rose
did. When her story begins, Jane is bold and raucous as a child and is not afraid of
finding freedom and speaking her mind when she is set free. Her naive self is similar to
Dessa. Due to age and real life experiences, this bold spirit accompanying her in day-today life fades on the exterior and strengthens her inner thoughts and feelings. As the
hardships of“freedom” haunt her, especially with Ned’s death due to his forthright self,
she chooses to bide her time and remain silent about her true hatred of white supremacy,
her pain, and the hope of genuine freedom. The argument can be made that Jane does not
portray heroic qualities in the way she conforms to standards of white society by not
speaking out in opposition, on the other hand, this thesis points out that due to the pain
she has suffered watching Ned’s murder, she recognizes that her voice will not be heard
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early in her life. By refusing to be outspoken and rebellious, her feelings do not change
throughout her life. Since she waits until the Civil Rights Movement in her old age to
make a stand, she knows that her words will make an impact. After experiencing pain
and inequality throughout her life, she recognizes that change for her race is near due to
current activism. In her past, every time someone she loved spoke out against inequality,
they were killed. Because she is patient for a proper time to speak out, she understands
that she will say the important things. Though Jane is different from Dessa Rose, her
inner thoughts still proclaim her disagreement with slave treatment and white supremacy.
Because Jane is telling her story to an interviewer that genuinely yearns for strict facts,
the story is told from her voice alone. By dictating her story,just like Dessa Rose^ there
is a different representation of slave life from that of Faulkner and Mitchell since they
write their stories in the white plantation owner perspective.
The recurring question of whether is there a more truthful representation of slaves
and owners relationship in the plantation economy by a contemporary African American
novelist than white writers roughly removed just four generations from the Civil War and
Reconstruction? I think we will see that these neo-slave novels unveil slaves’ stories
with realism and honesty. Though it is easy to be mystified by the beauty, eloquence,
and rhetoric of Faulkner and Mitchell, it does not change the issue that white characters
appear biased when the story is limited to a single white perspective. Even upon reading
Gone With the IFzW today, the allure and detail of Mitchell’s writing can capture one’s
spirit and transports the reader to a world of antebellum idealism and Southern gentry.
The romance between Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler unexpectedly seeps into the
crevices of the reader’s heart. However,from a more critical perspective, there exists a
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substantial difference between the contemporary African American depictions of the
Civil War and slavery and those of writers such as Mitchell and Faulkner. The world
knows Scarlett O’Hara. She is the dynamic, southern belle the story entertains, but
Mammy,her greatest ally and confidant, apparently lacks inner contemplation, debate,
and reflection. Does the world really know Mammy? The simple answer is no. We do
not meet the true “mammy” until her honest qualities and traits emerge in the Civil
Rights Era with neo-slave narratives like Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss
Jane Pittman.
Why do Faulkner and Mitchell present a one-sided account of the plantation
economy? It is difficult to discern. Could it be that they are white writers wrapped up in
the romantic mythology of the South’s lost cause? For Faulkner, hailing from
Mississippi, and Mitchell, hailing from Georgia, one could argue that this was an issue.
However, in this thesis, I examine Faulkner and Mitchell and recognize the differences
and similarities in their representation of women’s economies during and after the Civil
War from the perspectives of white writers and contemporary black authors.
In Chapter I, I focus on Faulkner’s The Unvanquished and Mitchell’s
Gone With the Wind. While the common misconception remains that the Civil War was
fought solely on the battlefield, Mitchell and Faulkner place an emphasis on the battle at
home, particularly plantation economic affairs. The combined experiences of battle, loss,
and occupation held certain common structural characteristics regardless of which side of
the conflict. As Long points out, in the war of occupation, the home front and battlefield
collided, crafting a new kind of battlefield with unanticipated second front, where some
civilians- many of whom were women- continued resisting what they perceived as
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illegitimate domination (Long, Whites 3). As I will show, with the lack of the patriarch,
white plantation mistresses were required to take on economic roles that were new, yet
liberating. Investigated here are the questions argued by the historians, which are two
fold. Firstly, they explore the possibility that the relationship between women and the
Civil War changed their status as women. This concept holds true with the economic
expansion of Scarlett O’Hara and Granny. Absence of the patriarch allowed Scarlett and
Granny to capitalize on economic endeavors in order to survive. Secondly, scholars
conclude the necessity of trying to compensate for the male absence had the opposite
effect because their “fill in” role reassured them that they were “not men, were not able to
he men, and did not M’ant to be men (Long, Whites 2). I will disprove this theory with
contrary evidence proving that Faulkner and Mitchell empower their plantation
mistresses because of their husband’s failure to be present. It is important to note here
that these historians emphasize white plantation mistresses, not slave women. Though
Faulkner and Mitchell empower their women, I submit that their story is one sided.
In Chapter II, I focus on the major black roles in Mitchell and Faulkner’s works.
In Gone With the Wind, Mammy plays a pivotal role in Scarlett O’Hara’s life while
Ringo and Louvinia do the same for Granny in The Unvanquished. However, in the case
of Faulkner and Mitchell, their black characters play supportive roles to their leading
characters, the white mistress. There is no leading lady or man in the black community.
In both cases, Scarlett O’Hara and Granny are left without patriarchs in certain parts of
the novel. Because of this, they take advantage of their freedom from male supervision
and use their willing and content slaves to propel the white women to new independence.
In contrast, the black characters remain in their stereotypical roles and receive no credit
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for their involvement and remain wholly content with their pre-emancipation standard of
living. Faulkner and Mitchell highlight the class difference between slaves: ‘‘upper class’*
house slaves and “lower class” field hands. Faulkner and Mitchell craft their important
black roles as upper class slaves. As upper class slaves. Mammy and Louvinia look
down upon lower class field hands referring to slaves that runway or leave for freedom as
44

trashy niggers.

In other words, Faulkner and Mitchell use their ‘upper class’ house

slaves to criticize freedom. Additionally, we are unable to connect with the field hand
characters because Faulkner and Mitchell make them secondary, inferior characters.
Instead, we see the idealistic relationship between the loyal slaves and their white
mistresses. Here, slaves are satisfied with making their white owners lives more
comfortable. Ultimately, Faulkner and Mitchell construct pivotal, supportive roles for
slave characters thereby indirectly promoting white supremacy.
Chapter III shifts focus to the neo-slave narratives, especially Dessa Rose. In this
chapter, I examine the relationship between Dessa, a runaway slave, and her white
mistress Ruth Elizabeth, otherwise known as Rufel. Rufel’s husband, Bertie, proves to
be absent throughout the story, a factor that allows Rufel and Dessa’s relationship to
develop. This narrative exhibits a more realistic relationship between slaves and their
owners in comparison to Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished. Instead of the
idealized relationship between Scarlett O’Hara and Mammy, Williams displays a
relationship between Dessa and Rufel that begins with negative intentions on both sides.
Initially, Rufel and Dessa do not trust one another: Rufel is racist, like Scarlett O’Hara,
and Dessa views all whites as abusive owners due to her past slave life, However, as a
result of pivotal bonding experiences, Dessa and Rufel are able to change a disrespectful
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and spiteful relationship with each other to a loving and respectful friendship. What is so
powerful about Williams' style is the fact that she refuses to allow Dessa and Rufel to be
compatible from the beginning unlike Mitchell’s Scarlett O’Hara and Mammy. Instead,
the reader is able to observe a relationship unfold in which Dessa is unafraid of Rufel and
is constantly questioning her view of slaves and the plantation economy.
Chapter III will highlight the importance of economic equality between the
runaways and Rufel. Because her husband is gone, Rufel is able to pursue an economic
relationship with the runaways. Most importantly, Williams places her black characters
in positions of power due to their planning of the pseudo slave-trading endeavor.
Because the runaways approach Rufel with the scheme, the dominance of the runaways
reverses the position that Scarlett O’Hara and Granny had with their former slaves, since
these women were the ultimate masterminds behind the plan. In this case, the runaway
slaves and Rufel inhabit equal roles due to their co-dependence on one another: Rufel
needs them to survive plantation life, and they need a white mistress to operate the slave
trading system in society.
This equal partnership between slaves and their white superiors is absent in Gone
With the Wind and only briefly present in The Unvanquished. In Gone With the Wind and
The Unvanquished, the white plantation mistress becomes the independent and sole
mastermind due to her slaves. For example, Scarlett buys a sawmill and Granny runs an
illegal horse trade. In the midst the plantation mistress’ achievement, slaves are essential
yet lack the credit they deserve. In Dessa Rose's case, slaves become equal shareholders
in profit, a factor that gives them options and opportunity to make their own destiny.
Sherley Anne Williams breaks two blanket stereotypes: she creates a genuine relationship
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between a white mistress and her most trusted slave; she places runaway slaves in
legitimate places offinancial and social power with their white mistress. Faulkner does it
too with Granny and Ringo, but the partnership ultimately favors Granny.
In Chapter IV, I direct attention on two important literary works: neo-slave
narratives Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman in which their story
is told mainly from the black perspective. Thus, these novels are the foreground for the
emancipation of the African American voice. In Dessa Rose, Nehemiah, a racist
journalist, narrates the first section,"‘The Darky”. By interviewing Dessa, he chooses to
write about her thoughts in ways that conform to his racist views of slaves. In this case,
Nehemiah, the white perspective, positions the black voice within his white narration to
conciliate the black perspective to his racist views. I think it is important that Sherley
Anne Williams chooses a white narration for the first section of the book. She sets up a
white racist perspective against which the rest of the novel argues, and she permits Dessa
to defy Nehemiah during the interview. Even though Nehemiah alters her words during
the recordings for his new novel, their actual interactions exhibit Dessa blatantly defying
Nehemiah. Instead, Sherley Anne Williams dismisses the stereotypes between slaves and
owners presented by Faulkner and Mitchell.
Similarly, The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman is also constructed in an
interview form. The significant difference is the interviewer’s attitude and time period of
the interview. Interviewed by a schoolteacher hoping to rewrite the falsities of history
books’ portrayal of slavery, Jane is able to tell her story to a supportive listener and
historian. Instead of Nehemiah rewriting Dessa’s words while she is in captivity, this
teacher yearns for the truth. Why? I believe that Gaines wants to show the importance of
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honesty and how it might instill a more peaceful future. Because the historian allows Jane
to narrate her life, there is a more veracious representation of slavery and the relationship
between white ownership and slaves. In both Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss
Jane Pittman, the black voice is clear and existent, a factor that is absent in Gone With
the Wind and The Unvanquished. Now, black characters have the freedom to define
themselves and exercise their economies. Even though Jane Pittman may use her voice
sparingly, we have insight into her thoughts that are encompassed with independence and
black freedom. It is obvious that she disagrees with her white landowners, a component
missing from Mammy in Gone With the Wind and Ringo and Louvinia in The
Unvanquished.
Ultimately, this thesis examines white and black writers’ perspective of women’s
plantation economies and identification and interpretation of their economies. Most
importantly, I hope the differences between the white and black writers are equally
addressed. Though Faulkner and Mitchell produced literary masterpieces for the ages,
much of their writing contains bias from their time period that is not sustainable in
today s world. Contemporary black writers tell a different story ofthe women’s warfare
economies crafted out of the same facts. While Faulkner and Mitchell present strongwilled women who break stereotypes for their time, these women are white. Though
black characters play key roles, they remain in the shadow of submission. With current
neo-slave narratives, like Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman,
Sherley Anne Williams and Ernest Gaines provide the emancipated black voice lacking
in books by the referenced white authors. Gaines and Williams provide African
Americans with the words portray the realities of slavery and its aftermath. Finally, they
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give insight into the minds of black women who want the same economic and social
freedom that Scarlett O’Hara and Granny desire and accomplish.
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Chapter I:
The Plantation Mistress and New Economic Opportunities in William Faulkner and
Margaret Mitchell
In their 1930s novels about the Civil War, Margaret Mitchell and William
Faulkner capture the essence of the white plantation mistress in the midst of economic
and social upheaval due to the Civil War and Reconstruction. In Gone With the Wind and
The Unvanquished Mitchell and Faulkner romanticize the female characters of Scarlett
O'Hara, Granny, and Drusilla with their progressive attitudes towards women’s
independence and power while the black slaves like Mammy and Louvinia appear in a
normalized, content relationship with their owners. The southern belle characters,
abandoned by the patriarch due to hardships of the Civil War, are quickly introduced with
strong-willed and independent spirits that propel them to utilize their femininity for
economic and personal gain. The war creates a setting where these women use their
femininity as a key advantage, adding a pivotal and powerful new role for the white
plantation mistress. As the plantation mistresses rise to the challenge of preserving the
plantation and family during and after the war in the absence of a male leader, they are
liberated from their traditional roles. However, Faulkner and Mitchell preserve the
stereotypical image of the loyal plantation house slave who plays a supporting role for a
white female led household.
In first part of chapter I, I will take a closer look at Mitchell’s Scarlett O'Hara.
Ultimately, it will become apparent that Miss O’Hara uses her femininity in a New
Women/New South fashion in order to benefit economically. By putting away the
stereotypical rules of being a southern lady, her goal is to use her femininity for a higher
cause: the preservation of Tara, economic stability, and female power. It will become
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evident that her success and power is partly due to the absence of men in her life because
illness and the war. With the some of the men gone and support of ideal loyal slaves.
Mitchell’s novel sits upon a paradox of branching the “old” and “new” southern woman
in the shifting South during the Civil War and Reconstruction (McPherson 48).
Scarlett O’Hara was not always the ruthless businesswoman she will be presented
as later in this chapter. It is important to note that she does struggle with a balancing
genteel deportment and her very different independent personal thoughts. Before Scarlett
becomes the shrewd, insensitive businesswoman of the time, she shares the outer desire
to be perceived as a woman with lady-like and delicate qualities. On one hand, Scarlett
struggles with her yearning for positive public perception as the “perfect southern lady.”
While she wishes for this opinion of herself, it is pointedly only the outer appearance of
being the southern lady and avid supporter of the “Cause”. While at a Confederate
fundraiser in Atlanta, we see her true feelings toward the war and those that support its
premise:
The other women were simply silly and hysterical with their talk of patriotism ...
She wasn’t going to make a fool out of herself by admitting her true feelings ...
How surprised the bazaar would be if they knew what she really thinking! How
shocked if she suddenly climbed on the bandstand and declared she thought the
war ought to stop, so everybody could go home and tend to their cotton and there
could be parties.(Mitchell 178)
In this case, we see first hand that Scarlett cares very little for the idea of the “Cause"
with which all southern ladies were supposed to sympathize. Here, she already breaks
the stereotype of a southern lady who follows whatever the men want her to believe.
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Most importantly, we see that Scarlett O’Hara has a voice. Though she has not made her
ideas known yet, it is clear that she stands for non-traditional ideals that other southern
women cannot fathom. We see her resistance to public opinion when Rhett Butler asks
her to dance while she is still in her mourning state after Charles Hamilton’s death. She
eagerly rises to the occasion despite the disapproving whispers she will receive. Scarlett,
a headstrong, nineteen year old girl shackled by her crepe mourning dress, was tired of
pretending to be the heartbroken, southern lady, and she is willing to dance with anyone.
Despite her eagerness, she is concerned how society will accept this: “Captain Butler,
you must not hold me so tightly. Everybody is looking”(Mitchell 197). Internally, she
does not care about proper southern manners and social standards; however,to the public
eye, she still wants to be observed as a proper southern belle. He reassures her, but taunts
her for not speaking her true opinion of him:
You lack the courage to say what you really think. When I first met you, I
thought: There is a girl in a million. She isn’t like these other silly fools who
believe in everything their mammas tell them and act on it, no matter how they
feel. I thought: Miss O’Hara is a girl of rare spirit. She knows what she wants
and she doesn’t mind speaking her mind- or throwing vases.(Mitchell 191)
This scene towards the beginning of the novel is important because Mitchell indicates
that Scarlett initially is concerned with public perception. By stepping on the dance floor
with Rhett Butler, we see that she does not care about public opinion deep down;
however, she has not completely pulled away from the image of the naive plantation
daughter. Nevertheless, this interaction with Rhett sets up a nice introduction of the shift
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from the proper, obedient plantation daughter to the independent Atlanta businesswoman
and social pariah that she becomes, a change facilitated in part by the post-war economy.
As the Civil War rages on, the lifestyle she previously knows is shattered.
Though she misses the elaborate social functions and gaieties of the antebellum south,
she recognizes that life is changing and must change in order to be successful. As she
becomes more desperate for money during the early years of Reconstruction, she is
willing to go to any length in order to provide for “her people*’ and Tara.“No one was
going to get Tara away from her. No one was going to set her people adrift on the charity
of relatives. She would hold Tara, if she had to break the back of every person on it!”
(Mitchell 414). She forgets about her reputation of the “proper Southern lady” because
the war allows her to succeed economically, a factor that was not received well by
Atlanta society. In addition, she is the single provider for Tara after she escapes Atlanta.
Due to her father’s illness, she is forced to assume the masculine roles around the
household. Taking on the role of the patriarch, we see the role of“southern belle” slowly
diminish and the true Scarlett O’Hara emerge from the shadows of Reconstruction.
Scarlett moves to Atlanta permanently after her marriage to Frank Kennedy. While still
supporting Tara, she sees the marriage and the move as a good economic decision,
instead of true love. As she begins to enjoy the influx of capital, she decides to go behind
Frank’s back and buy a sawmill herself. When visiting Rhett Butler seeking a loan, we
see that Scarlett’s worry about her peer’s perception completely denuded. When Rhett
Butler questions her about this slightly scandalous business partnership, we see that she
cares more for the economic benefit than the damage her reputation might suffer:
“Reputation, fiddle-dee-dee! I want that mill before you change your mind or Frank finds
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out that I’m buying it”(Mitchell 595). In other words, this shows she cares little for the
old southern view and desires her independent economic survival and success.

Overall,

the Reconstruction period fits her personality because it allows her to be ruthlessness.
independent and candid, traits she has always clung to internally.
Her interest in economic gain is most visible when her husband, Frank Kennedy,
becomes ill and is unable to run their general store. Scarlett, suspecting he is not running
his business in a professional and savvy manner, takes advantage of his sickness and uses
her newfound independence in her favor economically. Scarlett muses to herself that she
can run a mill better than he does:
... She had been brought up to believe that a women alone could accomplish
nothing, yet she had managed the plantation without men to help her until Will
came ... With the idea that she was as capable as a man came a sudden rush of
pride and violent longing to prove it, to make money for herself as men made
money. Money which would be her own, which she would neither have to ask for
nor account for to any man.(Mitchell 580)
The above quotation shows a pivotal moment for Scarlett. Up to this point, she
had managed Tara ultimately without a patriarch controlling her. Though her father was
present at Tara, his mental illness altered his control over the plantation. Now, with Frank
absent due to illness, she is able to recognize just how capable she is as a businesswoman.
Her realization of her business ability propels her forward. Arguably, this is a defining
moment for the image of pre-war Scarlett. In this scene, she puts away her struggles for
modesty and timidity expected of the southern lady. Receiving a brief taste of the power
money can provide, she makes it her goal to find success. While Frank fears for her
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reputation and their public image, he adopts the stereotypical female role while Scarlett
slides into the male position of power and economic benefit. Whereas the previously
young, naive Scarlett would have feared for her reputation around Atlanta, Frank takes on
the worry for her. He alludes that she is unsexing herself: “...Scarlett was guided by no
one but herself and was conducting her affairs in a masculine way which had the whole
town talking about her.

And,” thought Frank miserably,“probably talking about me too.

for letting her act so unwomanly”(Mitchell 598). Though it appears Scarlett accepts the
masculine role of provider and businesswoman, she indeed does not execute her actions
in a masculine form. Instead of unsexing herself, she uses her femininity to gain her
economic success. Mitchell describes her business interactions with the Yankees:
So, because she was pretty and charming and could appear quite helpless and
forlorn at times, they gladly patronized her lumber yard and also Frank’s store.
feeling that they should help a plucky little woman who apparently had only a
shiftless husband to support her. And Scarlett, watching the business grow, felt
that she was safeguarding not only the present with Yankee money but the future
with Yankee friends.(Mitchell 626)
This is an example of how she used the “damsel in distress” model for gaining
more income for their store. She did not enjoy Yankees; however, she was willing to
trade with them using feminine charm and bravado as long as revenue was flowing in her
direction. Again, this is an instance showing how Scarlett deploys her femininity to mask
her growing access to the male dominated realm (McPherson 53). She fully takes
advantage of being the “single woman” in the market, and she exploits her womanliness:
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The fact that she was a woman frequently worked in her favor, for she could upon
occasion look so helpless and appealing that she melted hearts. With no difficulty
whatever she could mutely convey the impression of a brave but timid lady.
forced by brutal circumstance into a distasteful position, a helpless little lady who
would probably starve if customers did not buy her lumber.(Mitchell 619)
While Frank frets about how society will perceive her unfeminine qualities of business
savvy, Scarlett is using her femininity to propel business forward. Anne Goodwyn Jones
praises Mitchell’s choice to have Scarlett utilize feminine wiles in order to gain entrance
into the '‘male, public, economic and competitive world”(McPherson 53). In addition,
literary critic Ann Egenriether describes Scarlett as "the quintessential American heroine"
because "she capitalizes on her womanliness”(McPherson 53).
While the novel mourns the destruction ofthe harmonious and ordered
antebellum south, there is recognition of increased gender equality in the post-antebellum
future (Ryan 52). Because of the Civil War, Scarlett is allowed to assume a new role as
an independent, unyielding businesswoman. However, some critics argue that Gone With
the Wind is at best ambivalent about female equality. While the narrative encourages the
reader to relate with Scarlett’s dissatisfaction at limitations placed upon her by traditional
patriarchy, some suggest that the novel finally punishes her for her nonconformism affer
the war(Ryan 52). While she is successful in her masculine business deals, she also is a
selfish dreamer, a cold mother, and an unfaithful wife. In the end, Rhett’s desertion of
Scarlett- just as she realizes he is her one true love- is poetic justice”(Ryan 52). Yet,
there might not be broad truth in this argument. Though Rhett leaves Scarlett, she is not
alone. She vows to return to Tara, and most importantly. Mammy will greet her when
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she returns. Scarlett may lose her leading man, but let us not forget that she has become a
leading woman. Instead of mourning the loss of Rhett, she concludes that she will return
to Tara. By returning to Tara, she is only reestablishing her role as the independent.
leading female. Once again, Scarlett O’Hara does not need a man to be proven
successful. As a result of her desertion, she only vows to work harder. I disagree with
Ryan. I do not think that Mitchell is punishing the successful women because of her rise
to economic power. Rhett Butler’s desertion may seem like poetic justice against Ms.
O’Hara, yet Mitchell arranges the ending in order for Scarlett to reestablish her leading
female role.
Faulkner highlights the Civil War’s new gender climate. Shifting the focus to
Faulkner’s 1938 novel The Unvanquished, I will now compare and contrast the roles of
Granny and Drusilla to Scarlett O’Hara. While Granny and Drusilla have many similar
characteristics to Scarlett, it will become apparent that all three women characters share a
similar strength: they are resolute, self-reliant women who are willing to exploit their
femininity on experiment with gender roles in order to be shrewd and successful during
and after the Civil War. Mitchell and Faulkner create strong, resilient women in the
characters Scarlett O’Hara, Granny, and Drusilla. However, differing from Mitchell,
Faulkner, because he is a 1930s male writer, applauds the newly liberated women in his
novel.
By removing Colonel Sartoris from the plantation home, Faulkner places Granny
in the ultimate position of power where she is required to make a choice of taking
advantage of a new economic situation or continue in the old ways. Mitchell places
Scarlett in a similar position throughout Gone With the Wind,, especially with Frank's
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illness and death and the death of Charles Hamilton. In both novels there is no male
leadership. Though Granny chooses to take the unconventional road of illegal cattle
trading, she does it because she is providing for her family. She defends her crimes in the
following presentation:

I did not sin for revenge; I defy anyone to say I did. I sinned

first for justice. And after that first time, I sinned for more than justice: I sinned for the
sake offood and clothes for your own creatures who could not help themselves
(Faulkner 147).
Similar to Scarlett O’Hara, Granny takes advantage of an economic plot in order
to provide for the plantation during tumultuous times. Undoubtedly, both of these
women are survivors. Though Scarlett never participated in an illegal economic scheme,
she certainly takes advantage of her femininity in order to survive economically. When
Scarlett views the depression at Tara after her escape from Atlanta, she vows to never
live this desolate lifestyle again: “I’m going to live through this, and when it’s over. I’m
never going to be hungry again. No, nor any of my folks. If I have to steal or kill-as God
as my witness. I’m never going to be hungry again”(Mitchell 408).
Both women characters are desperate, and like Scarlett, Granny takes part in the
economic scheme to survive efficiently. However, they both become more consumed
with economic success, instead of economic survival. Unlike Scarlett, Granny’s
conscience is always in check when she participates in illegal activity. However, this
guilt does not stop her from taking on a new role that uses her strict lady-like qualities for
lying and plotting against the Yankee soldiers. Even though she may feel regret for her
actions, I still see her as eager enough to continue her underhanded work. While
Granny’s involvement in the war guides her outside the boundaries of the proper
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feminine behavior, some argue that she essentially adheres to the traditional model of
womanhood (Berg 448). Granny views the war as a brief period during which she
participates in unfeminine and immoral activities, but after the Civil War she will return
to her proper womanly roles(Berg 448). Yet, this intended motivation us up for
interpretation. While it can be argued that Granny was planning to return to her prior
manners after the war, the progression and success of her scheme enabled her to become
invested in the process of cheating and money handling. While she could have stopped
the entire scheme realizing it is wrong, she continues. She is propelled to keep trading
even when she knows she can get caught. Eventually, she receives enough funds, but she
does not cease. Ab Snopes says it best:
You started out a year ago with two. You got forty-odd in the pen and sold
about fifty-odd more back to the Yankees a hundred and five times, for a grand
total of six thousand, seven hundred and twenty two dollars and sixty five cents
and in a day you are aiming to requisition a few of them back again, I
understand.(Faulkner 123)
Ab Snopes is simply pointing out that she has made more money than most
people during Reconstruction. Despite sufficient funds, she is not willing to stop her
illegal actions to receive more money. The reader is able to see that she likes having the
funds. While it may be for survival, she is excessive. In this case, she resembles Scarlett
more than she does her own self. Since Scarlett fell in love with economic gain, she
continued to be a ruthless businesswoman and was willing to do whatever task at hand to
be successful. With Granny’s large sum of money, it seems that she likes having the
power to make the money. While she may have hopes to return to the proper southern
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lady role, she likes the role as economic leader and “general,” negotiating with Colonel
Dick to regain the family property, and examining her map of Yankee camps to plan her
ensuing mule campaigns and executing her plans as a result of Yankee gullibility (Berg
448). Like Scarlett, she is able to take advantage of her gender, but Granny also uses her
age when dealing with Yankees. During her one of her many interactions with the
Yankees, Granny had lost consciousness when their wagon tried to sink. When the
Yankee soldiers find her, they do exactly what she asks despite the fact she is a
Confederate:
The soldiers looked at Granny.“We better take her to the hospital,” one ofthem
said. Granny opened her eyes, she tried to sit up. “No,” she said. “Just take me to
Colonel Dick. I will be alright then.” They carried her into the tent and put her in
a chair.(Faulkner 108)
Their eagerness to serve her might not have happened had she been a Confederate
soldier. Yet, her elderliness becomes a tool upon which she is able to capitalize. The
Yankees fall into the stereotypes themselves. In a young private’s mind, he might never
suspect a sweet, elderly woman to be the mastermind behind a cattle scheme, This
shows how men automatically assume women are sweet and innocent. Instead, Granny is
dually successful as economic head of the household because she utilizes her
conventional roles towards her advantage. Because they do not expect an elderly woman
like to Granny to be economic competition, she utilizes her femininity and
conventionalism for success.
Faulkner clearly appreciated this resourceful old lady, but in the end, he does not
allow her to completely infringe upon the male world (Berg 448). She is killed at the end
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because of her scheme. Despite Granny’s reliance on traditional feelings of southern
chivalry and white femininity. Granny is killed assuming that “Southern men would not
harm a woman”(Berg 449). While it seems that Faulkner places her back in her
stereotypical feminine role with the above quotation, it is arguable. But,from her
experience negotiating and scheming with the other side, it is difficult to believe that she
was unaware of how Grumby’s rogue soldiers would perceive her. Instead, it is just as
possible that she is holding her ground and is not afraid of her fate that Grumby’s soldiers
have already decided for her. She is aware she breaks the law, but she literally is able to
44

man up” and faces the consequence. Though Faulkner kills her off, this is not an

example of her weakness in the business world or her independence. Instead, her death
represents her resilience and strong will. Though she does revert back to traditional
gender roles by assuming that southern “gentlemen” will not harm a lady. She is killed
by a rogue group of non-soldiers; but it is not safe to say that Faulkner killed her off
(Berg 448). Instead, she dies, but she dies in an honorable and heroic fashion. She does
not cower and look for male protection when her end is near. Instead, I believe she faces
the men before her death considering them equals to her.
Overall, Granny and Scarlett O’Hara certainly occupy a similar mold. Strong,
resilient southern women do not give up easily. In Granny’s case, she dies, and Scarlett
vows to take the plantation challenge upon her own feminine shoulders. However, both
break gender roles because men are not present to control their financial decisions. Both
of these women are liberated by economic circumstances that lead to economic success
paradoxically.
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Unlike Granny, Drusilla openly welcomes the war as an opportunity to exercise
new freedoms openly rejecting the conventional women’s role of Granny’s generation
(Berg 449). Though Granny is concerned about returning to her southern lady status, her
economic scheme does not allow her to return to societal standards.

Drusilla overtly

expresses her disgust with the conventional way of living before the war:
Who wants to sleep now, with so much happening, so much to see? Living used
to be so dull, you see. Stupid. You don’t have to worry about getting children on
your body to bathe and feed and change because the young men can ride away
and get killed in fine battles and you don’t even have to sleep alone, you don’t
even have to sleep at all and so all you have to do is show the stick to the dog now
and then say Thank God for nothing.(Faulkner 100-101)
Like Scarlett O’Hara, the war finally frees Drusilla of the female social
conventions that she is presumed to adopt. Though she does not press forward for
economic gain and preservation of plantation life, she pushes the boundaries of
womanhood due to her membership in John Sartoris’s company in the Civil War. She
resembles Scarlett O’Hara because she takes advantage of the war and is successful.
Again, Faulkner presents a female character that lacks a patriarch to suppress her. Even
though her fiance dies, Drusilla does not sit around like southern widows in Gone with
the Wind who are required to wear their crepe dresses. She literally “puts on the pants”
and fills a new role.
However, Peter Sharpe argues that Drusilla “desexes herself’ and joins the
Confederacy only to avenge her husband. She sacrifices her conventional sexuality to
serve a nobler and sacred higher purpose of avenging her fiance and the Confederacy
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(Sharpe 96). I argue, while it seems that she stands firmly behind the cause, she is also
fighting against the stereotypes that were placed on women. If her fiance had not been
killed, she would never have been able to join the Confederate troops. If she had made
an indication of her yearning to return to southern feminine life, it would make sense that
she was avenging her fiances death, but she is not. However, when she is forced to put
the dress back on her body, her Aunt Louisa has metaphorically beaten her.
Drusilla’s real challenge is bridging her two worlds post Civil War: returning to
the traditional southern female role after fighting a war as a soldier. This is a similar
situation to Scarlett running the sawmill in Atlanta. Atlanta women strongly disapprove
of Scarlett’s actions because she was taking the place of the southern gentlemen. In
Drusilla’s case, southern society is not ready to accept Drusilla’s newly developed
independence (Berg 449). Due to military defeat, the South was trying to preserve the
old world by restoring domestic order of a woman’s traditional role of conserving
domestic order(Berg 449). So, the exact things the war introduced to Drusilla like
courage, autonomy, honor, and violence are the identical qualities that must be
relinquished (Berg 449). I argue when she is forced to marry John Sartoris and put on the
dress, she never really submits to the patriarch. Drusilla’s female sexuality is
acknowledged when she retires the masculine uniform for the dress(Berg 451). Also,
she is bound to live vicariously through young Bayard’s actions and appears “half crazed,
with feverish eyes brilliant and voracious “(Berg 451). Even though she wears the dress,
it is obvious that she wants more and has not submitted to society’s standards.
While Faulkner describes two female war heroes in his work, he is unable to fix a
post-war position of emancipation for them. At the end, Drusilla disappears leaving a
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sprig of Verbena. Berg argues,‘"Unable to imagine women’s wartime liberation without
a concomitant threat to masculinity, Faulkner vanquishes Drusilla”(452). Though we do
not know Faulkner’s exact reason for his elimination of his female characters, Drusilla
and Granny do not falter in their beliefs. Until the bitter end, the reader recognizes that
she neither has truly submitted to patriarchy. He presents characters that debunk the
stereotypical view of the Southern lady during and after the Civil War.
These women join Mitchell’s Scarlett O’Hara in pushing boundaries that the
Civil War loosens for these strong-willed and autonomous women of the plantation
economy. Through warfare and an absent patriarch, these women find themselves and
propel themselves forward economically and publicly. This is a different story for black
women; however as we will see in the next chapter Faulkner and Mitchell keep black
women in their roles as servants. Even though Rhett Butler does leave Scarlett and she
vows to return to her beloved Tara, she still envisions herself as a powerful white
mistress who in control when she returns. Most importantly, Mitchell keeps Mammy
around post Civil War. Whereas the white female characters find a new role and are
emancipated after the Civil War,the African American characters are not. This shows
how she places the slaves in a position of remaining loyal and content with their owners
after freedom lies in their midst. She is returning to the one place and person that still has
remnants of the old days: “Suddenly she wanted Mammy desperately, as she had wanted
her when she was a little girl, wanted the broad bosom on which to lay her head, the
gnarled black hand on her hair. Mammy,the last link with the old days”(Mitchell 959).
As 1 will discuss in Chapter II in further detail, it is important to recognize that Mitchell
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still is placing Scarlett in a powerful role of white mistress lacking the patriarch moving
back to Tara where Mammy is still there to preserve her role of white authority.
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Chapter II:
The “Mammy” and Limits of Emancipation in Faulkner and Mitchell
In this chapter, there will be a continued analysis of Mitchell’s and Faulkner’s
women’s southern plantation economy, however, with a narrowed focus on African
American women. Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind and Faulkner’s The Unvanquished
both portray the main roles for black characters as loyal, content supporters of white
domination. Also, Mitchell and Faulkner emphasize a class difference between their
various slaves. “Upper class” slaves support white domination and uphold the plantation
while “lower class” field hands use their newfound freedom and flee. While Mitchell and
Faulkner use characters like Mammy and Louvinia to glorify the plantation economy,
they also use these same characters to degrade other slaves who take advantage of
freedom. As this chapter proceeds, ultimately, it will become apparent that Mitchell and
Faulkner’s 1930s perspective situates white women in progressive and economically
successful positions while major black roles remain in their stagnant, supportive positions
of their owners. Mitchell and Faulkner simultaneously craft their black characters to be
protectors of white domination. How do they do this? The premise is uncomplicated: by
preventing their black main characters from adopting progressive roles, they are shackled
to their traditional responsibility of succumbing to white hegemony.
Jessie Parkhurst asserts that the “Mammy” role in the plantation household
evolved from the role of the Negro slaves on the plantation (Parkhurst 350). Early in the
establishment of the plantation in America, they became fixtures in plantation economy
(Parkhurst 350). Parkhurst argues that the work of the plantation called for a division of
labor on the basis of work to be accomplished within and outside the house (350). For
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the South, the plantation was the economic unit, and the division of labor was vital for the
survival of the plantation household (Parkhurst 350). While the slaves sometimes were
prized “fixtures’" in the plantation community, they did not generate their own economy.
Accordingly, Mitchell portrays Mammy helping the white mistress run the household.
especially with the lack of male presence during the Civil War. Though the Civil War
and Emancipation formally changed the positions of slaves in society, Mitchell does not
change the role of Mammy,or her other black characters. Instead, there is minimal
change in Mammy’s behavior and her duties proceeded as usual (Parkhurst 369). For
example, when Mammy is technically a free woman in the midst of Reconstruction, she
remains by Scarlett’s side. With Scarlett’s best interest at heart, she forcibly volunteers
as Scarlett’s chaperone in Atlanta:
Doan do no good ter sweet talk me. Miss Scarlett. Ah been knowin’ you sence
Ah put de fust pa’r of diapers on you. Ah’s daid Ah’s gwine ter ‘Lanta wid
you an’ gwine Ah is. Miss Ellen be tuhnin’ in her grabe at you gwine up dar by
yo’seff wid dat town full up wid Yankees an’ free niggers an’ sech like.(Mitchell
515-516)
From Mammy’s words, it is clear that she is protecting her white mistress out of
obligation and strict loyalty. First, Mitchell shows the reader that Mammy is mainly a
mother figure to Scarlett when she says “sence Ah put de fust pa’r of diapers on you.” It
shows that Mammy knows her well enough to automatically distrust Scarlett’s excuses
for venturing to Atlanta. Secondly, Mitchell presents Mammy as a protector for
Scarlett’s white femininity because she is aware it is inappropriate to have a woman
travel alone. Mammy adhering to white social graces shows that Mitchell disassociates
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her from being an “average slave”, as she is held to a higher standard of living only to
reinforce white supremacy, not for her own benefit: “She knew that no chaste woman
ever rode in a hired conveyance-especially a closed carriage-without the escort ofsome
male member of her family”(Mitchell 520). In both cases, Mitchell only presents
Mammy's role as a device of support and protection of her white mistress. Also,
Parkhurst reinforces this idea that “Black Mammy” knew the importance Southerners
placed on manners, gentility, and proper deportments of white boy and girl (363).
While Mitchell presents the white mistress as a figure of ultimate authority and
economic power on the plantation in the absence of the patriarch, she continues to
imagine a natural relationship between her “upper class” house slaves and their white
ownership. C.W. Harper argues that slaves’ “acts of fidelity and loyalty suggest that past
estimates of the unfaithfulness of domestic slaves to their masters are exaggerated.
Incidences of mutual respect and affection shared by masters, mistresses, and domestic
servants are abundant”(Harper 135). His statement reinforces Mitchell’s utopian
relationship between upper class house slaves and their white mistresses like Scarlett and
Mammy. However, Micki McElya argues that:
Mammy was-and is-a fiction: she is the most visible character in the myth of
the faithful slave, a set of stories, images and ideas that have been passed from
generation to generation in the United States... Early versions produced in the
antebellum period by proslavery white southerners were explicitly reactionary
(McElya 4).
In other words, McElya pinpoints Mammy’s invented character as an individual created
by the white perspective with a biased account of the plantation economy. It is not a
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coincidence that Mitchell prevents the reader from hearing Mammy’s innermost thoughts
about being a house slave.
Instead offocusing on the racial division between blacks and whites, Mitchell
places slaves into separate classes. This allows “upper class blacks” to interact happily
with their white owners while “lower class blacks” are cast in a demeaning role mainly
due to their decision to leave the plantation when emancipated. This division reinforces
the idea that house slaves and owners mutually respect one another while the field slaves
have a bitter feeling. Mitchell carefully crafts the majority of character interaction
between blacks and whites in a setting where whites are confiding with the “upper class
slaves. ’ According to Tara McPherson, in order for Gone With the Wind to retain the
images of Dixie,“black and white relations had to be naturalized in order to present the
plantation as a home to a large and happy family of blacks and whites where slaves are
tended by their masters”(McPherson 51). In the end, the white wishes and perspectives
end up defining the black characters(McPherson 53).
Like McPherson, Tim Ryan argues that ‘Mitchell presents a slave population that
is split dramatically between the exceptional class of house slaves- a heavily emphasized
point in the novel- and the poor caste of field hands- which is essentially invisible”(23).
Mammy is a perfect example of assuming that she is of higher quality of help than the
field hands:“Mammy,in particular, declared vehemently that she had never been a yard
nigger. She had been bom in the Robillard great house, not in the quarters, and had been
raised in Ole Miss’ bedroom”(Mitchell 432). Mitchell particularly places Mammy in a
higher echelon among her fellow black peers. By doing this. Mammy automatically
considers the slave quarters and fields beneath her. This reinforces the opinion that field
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hands are not as respected compared to house slaves who participate in the plantation
economy in more important(Ryan 23). While one would expect Mammy to take the side
of another slave, Mitchell uses this an opportunity to divide the slaves and focus on the
“upper class” slaves who reinforce the value of slavery. According to Ryan,the “novel s
white southern propagandist portrayal of Reconstruction-in which “the negroes were
living in leisure while their former masters struggled and starved”- is articulated
specifically in terms of class rather than race”(23). Why is this? In creating a class
difference where upper class slaves like Mammy and Pork think they are above other
slaves, they are able to look down upon those who leave for freedom. As Ryan has
argued, this is Mitchell’s way of highlighting the “necessity ofslavery” and the
importance of white/black relationships. Mammy treats the freed, lower class slaves
accordingly: “Free issue country niggers,” snorted Mammy.“Ain’ never seed a proper
cah’ige in dere lives. An’ impedent lookin’, too”(Mitchell 25). Undoubtedly, Mitchell
uses characters like Mammy to look down upon slaves who are willing to take advantage
of their newfound freedom. C.W. Harper reinforces this assumption: “The “mass’
exodus of field slaves from plantation to freedom is common knowledge”(133). Once
again, Mitchell creates an atmosphere where whites are the domineering characters who
reap the gains from slaves. And, Mitchell creates the setting for the focus to be placed on
upper class blacks supporting their white owners. Overall, Mitchell constructs her
romanticized portrait of slavery and her degrading portrayal of African Americans chiefly
in terms of class(Ryan 26). Blake also sees this class difference: “Gowe with the Wind
distinguishes between decent, three-dimensional, elite African Americans- who play a
positive and constructive role in the preservation of Southern society”(Ryan 26). By
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claiming that blacks played a “positive and constructive role in the preservation of
Southern society/* in this novel he might as well have included “preservation of white.
aristocratic Old South society.*’ Through black characters that are preserving the
southern society that is enslaving and oppressing them, Mitchell wants to preserve the
past that white Southerners uphold. While Mammy is an essential character in the novel,
she only reinforces white domination and preservation ofthe Old South.
Though it is already apparent that Mitchell laces Gone with the Wind with evident
racism and illusions about the benefits of slavery, this theme continues as the relationship
between Mammy and Scarlett is more closely examined. Mitchell consistently portrays
Mammy as the enforcer of southern etiquette, thus supporting her narrative claim that
Mammy has authority over Scarlett and the whole plantation (McPherson 55). Most
importantly. Mammy*s “power” in the plantation setting is only the power to labor for the
preservation of white femininity(McPherson 55). In other words. Mammy might have
control over Scarlett in encouraging her to be a lady, but it is only control that helps
Scarlett increase her femininity. In order for Scarlett to be a triumphant female heroine.
Mammy serves behind the scenes aiding in this succession.
While Mitchell does not openly denounce black people in her novel, her language
alone divides white and black descriptions and perceptions. While Scarlett is described
with terms like “delicate, skin-white as snow,” Mitchell presents Mammy with inhuman
and unsexing descriptions:“ Mammy shifted from one foot to another like a restive
elephant ...Mammy glowering chaperonage like a large black Cerberus in the
background”(Mitchell 515). With this language, Mitchell strips Mammy of a feminine
role. Instead, her descriptions reinforce the femininity and pristine perspective of the
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white female. As McPherson has noted, this persistent stream of images directly
contrasts Mammy's body to that of a white feminine lady (53). Hence,the white women
are perceived as petite, high-class, and feminine while Mammy serves as the dark
background to bring out the immaculate white image(McPherson 53). So, it is evident,
Mitchell's style glorifies the marvels of the white female as beautiful, business savvy,
and the beacon of femininity. At the same time, Mitchell does not change the mammy
role from her position of service to white people, especially her white mistress. Though
Mitchell tries to naturalize this relationship between Scarlett and Mammy,there is
nothing equal in the language. Instead, Mitchell masters the idealistic world where house
slaves respect and cater to their white mistress and thereby voluntarily remain in
stereotypical slave positions.
Now, I will shift the focus to Faulkner’s 1938 novel The Unvanquished, where we
can similarly observe the role of the loyal slaves, Louvinia and Ringo. By comparing and
contrasting Faulkner’s African American characters to Mitchell’s Mammy, we will see
some parallels in the work of 1930s writers.
In The Unvanquished, Faulkner presents a similar class system where black slaves
like Ringo and Louvinia remain loyal and content characters after emancipation, while
Granny and Drusilla propel forward in the plantation economy. Similar to Mitchell’s
style, Faulkner romanticizes the black/white slave relationship and uses it to promote
economic white domination.
The Unvanquished is an attempt to recall the nightmarish horror ofthe Civil War
and Reconstruction, and it is seen through the eyes of Ringo and his family who form the
'‘portentous background of the story”(Glicksburg 153). Faulkner’s idealistic view of the
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white/black relationship is expressed in a lifetime friendship between Ringo and young
Bayard. While it seems odd that Faulkner places Ringo and Bayard as friends, Faulkner
turns the relationship upside do\\n because Ringo is smarter than Bayard. This
automatically shows the reader that Ringo will not play an ordinary role. Bayard
describes Ringo: “We were almost the same age, and Father always said Ringo was a
little smarter than I was. but that didn't count with us, anymore than the color of our skins
counted'"(Faulkner 81). While his recognized intelligence reinforces his independence
from most slaves, he still does not advance by the end of the novel. While Bayard
ventures away to go to school, Ringo does not leave the Sartoris Plantation. In addition.
Colonel Sartoris' reference to Ringo’s intelligence automatically separates him from a
lower class of slaves and places him at a higher standing. Historian C.W. Harper
confirms that belief that, “domestic servants were more sprightly, better clad, more
intelligenf*(Harper 123). Though Ringo is considered a special slave, his intelligence
does set him apart to the point that Faulkner feels it should be shared with the audience to
compare the two characters. Though he may be smarter than his white friend, Faulkner
places them in their traditional roles at the end. Even though Ringo may never see young
Bayard as “The Sartoris’", Bayard is still moving forward:
Ringo was waiting; I remember how I thought then that no matter what might
happen to either of us, I would never be The Sartoris to him. He was twenty-four
too, but in a way he had changed less than I had since that day when he had nailed
Grumby's body to the door ofthe old compress. Maybe it was because he had
outgrown me, had changed so much that summer while he and Granny traded
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mules with the Yankees that since then I had had to do most ofthe changing just
to catch up with him.(Faulkner 215-216)
Thus, Bayard goes to college and becomes “The Sartoris”, but Ringo is still there to meet
him. They might only have the past in common, but Bayard still moves forward.
Similar to Mitchell, Faulkner sets up a similar class system among slaves. While
he glorifies Ringo and Louvinia as faithful and trusted slaves, Loosh and his wife exit the
novel on a sour note when they decide to leave for freedom. In addition, Philadelphy,
Loosh's wife, seems sad about leaving. Faulkner uses this scene to showcase slavery as a
fair and safe setting. In addition, he places them in Mitchell’s “field hand category” with
their departure. Though Philadelphy is remorseful, she is still leaving for a “better life.”
Importantly, she is not placed next to Louvinia during her period of remorse and
departure. Louvinia is the trusted servant, and Faulkner isolates Philadelphy with her
husband in a way so she does not challenge Louvinia’s values(Kent 62). When they
prepare to leave Loosh stops near Granny:
He stopped and looked at her; he looked like he was asleep, like he didn’t even
see us or was seeing something we couldn’t. But Philedelphy saw us; she cringed
back behind him, looking at Granny. “1 tried to stop him. Miss Rosa,” she said.
(Faulkner 75)
Leave they do, but Faulkner shows that Louvinia later demeans Loosh and Philadelphy
for deserting: “You tell them niggers to send Loosh to you tell him to get that chest and
them mules and then you whup him. Take that pairsawl and wear hit out on him!
(Faulkner 79). In this case, Louvinia mirrors Mammy in the way she handles freed
slaves. Even though she does not explicitly call Loosh a “trashy nigger” like Mammy
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previously had in Gone with the Wind, she does want him to pay the price for deserting
and taking the silver. Here. Louvinia openly protects Granny and the Sartoris family’s
silver. She helps guard the white household against Loosh’s own interest in stealing the
family silver.
George Kent argues that Louvinia is to be seen as the mammy of a thousand postbellum journals, a character who, with no rearrangement of her headrag could move from
memoir to memoir (62). By contrast to Louvinia, Philadelphy violates the mammy role
when she leaves with her husband. Clearly, Faulkner places Louvinia in a mammy
category due to her loyalty to the plantation home. Once again, the slaves that seek
freedom are seen as confused, mistaken, and stupid for leaving, and those who stay
remain content slaves like Louvinia and Ringo. Just like Mitchell, Faulkner creates a
division between slaves; the most important black roles glorify and defend the ideals of
the Old South.
Similar to Mammy's role as Scarlett’s ultimate protector against the new southern
ideals, Louvinia becomes a safe haven for cousin Drusilla to hide from the “erosion of
time and a collapsing world”(Kent 61). Drusilla Hawks, who has masculanized her
southern womanhood and fought with Confederate soldiers, is blamed by an older
generation of white southern women that she has ruined her reputation by gallivanting the
South unchaperoned. Louvinia becomes Drusilla’s comforter and maternal figure in the
time of her grief:
Her hand come out quicker than Drusilla could jerk back and lay flat on the belly
of Drusilla’s overalls, then Louvinia was holding Drusilla in her arms like she
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used to hold me and Drusilla was crying hard. “I knows you aint,” Louvinia said.
Hush now. Hush.”(Faulkner 197-198)
Here, Louvinia is comforting her white superior Drusilla. Her actions reinforce white
dominion because she caters to them willingly. Her loyalty to whiteness places her in the
“mammy category.” Faulkner places Louvinia in a second-commanding position ofthe
household next to Granny because she is the mammy role and supporter of white domain.
While Granny and Drusilla were able to make their own choices for their personal benefit
(albeit socially unacceptable), Faulkner only gives Louvinia her old role in plantation life.
On the last page of the novel, Faulkner rearranges the plantation lifestyle accordingly:
“As I passed down the hall the light came up in the dining room and I could hear
Louvinia laying the table for supper”(Faulkner 254). I believe that this statement shows
that life essentially returns to normal. Now free, Louvinia remains in her stereotypical
role as household servant while her white superiors are moving forward economically
and socially.
By continued bolstering of her owner/servant role, Louvinia takes on the task of
protecting Granny when she is able to. As Kent points out, with the help of Bayard and
Ringo, Bayard’s black companion, Louvinia restrains Grarmy by force from going to
retrieve her silver from the Yankees and risking her life (61). While second in command
to Granny in the plantation home during the absence of male leadership, she keeps in line
her grandson Ringo, young Bayard, her husband Joby, and at times Granny (Kent 61).
She takes on a role of leadership; however, it is a certain kind of leadership that supports
the plantation economy. While the whites will move forward as Reconstruction comes to
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a close, Louvinia will stay intractable. Her roles and economic fortunes during and after
slavery have not changed.
Faulkner and Mitchell share the desire to keep their black characters in stagnant
supportive positions. While Louvinia and Mammy have influence and social power, it is
limited to solely within the household. Ultimately, Faulkner and Mitchell do not give
their black characters options. Instead, they give their black characters the worst
position: a role of submission and service in order to maintain the class and race system
between blacks and whites. By creating a “pseudo natural relationship” between blacks
and whites, these authors maintain the social order ofthe old Southern social order. If
Louvinia or Mammy rebelled and left for freedom, these stories would have entirely
different themes. By pressing their characters into roles of aid and support, Mitchell and
^9

Faulkner are able to uphold a strongly romanticized view of the “Old South.

Ultimately in the 1930s, white novelists like Faulkner and Mitchell outline an idealistic
South where whites have ultimate power at the end of the day, and segregation and black
subordination are indefinite for the time.
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Chapter III:
The White Plantation Mistress and Slaves Economic Opportunities: Perspective of
Sherley Anne Williams
Dessa Rose, the 1986 acclaimed novel by Sherley Anne Williams, is the story of
an unlikely bond between Ruth Elizabeth, better known as Rufel,the white plantation
mistress, and Dessa Rose, a runaway slave. Due to the absence ofthe plantation owner,
Rufel is left to manage a plantation alone in the confusing days just prior to the Civil
War. She harbors runaway slaves to help her with her daily activities as mistress of the
plantation. It is here, where Dessa and Rufel form the unlikely bond that gradually
develops into respect, friendship, and finally love for one another. In the author’s note
that precedes Williams' book, Williams describes her efforts to “apprehend an other
history" where “slavery eliminated neither heroism nor love [but] provided occasions for
their expression’*(Wells 77). Williams navigates within the “neo slave novel” genre,
which is according to Chandra Wells a “contemporary work of historical fiction that
explores slavery from the perspective of an enslaved protagonist, and incorporates to
some extent the tropes of the original antebellum slave narrative”(77).
In this chapter, there will be a defined focus on three issues: Rufel and the
slaves’ economic prosperity in the absence of her husband Bertie, William’s revision of
the “mammy role" and the resulting development of Dessa and Rufel’s relationship, and
William’s depiction of the slave running scheme. Like Faulkner and Mitchell, the novel
addresses new economic relationships for white women to act socially and economically
independently; however, the difference is the economic prosperity that the runaways
share with their white mistress, Rufel. While Faulkner and Mitchell use Granny and
Scarlett O'Hara as the business leaders of economic processes, Williams presents a world
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where the runaway slaves and Rufel equally depend on one another. Also mirroring
Faulkner and Mitchell, Rufel is forced to manage a plantation without the direction of her
husband. Because Rufel is alone, this allows her and Dessa to develop a personal
relationship. On the economic side, the absence ofthe patriarch forces her to invest in
business ventures presented to her by the run away slaves she shelters. It takes removal
of the male dominance in order for Dessa and the runaway slaves to build relationships
and to succeed in economic affairs. Like in Mitchell’s novel with Scarlett and Mammy,
Williams presents a relationship between the white plantation mistress Rufel and Dessa.
However, Williams portrays the relationship as an evolving process. Unlike previous
depictions of the slave/mistress role with total obedience, Dessa is constantly challenging
her. Because of this, they are able to build their relationship from the ground up based on
honesty. Instead of the imagined utopian relationship between Scarlett and Mammy,
Williams finds a way to show the reader the building process of an unlikely friendship to
evolve.
In Dessa Rose, Williams presents Rufel, the white plantation mistress, in a
situation similar to Scarlett O’Hara. Granny, and Dnisilla. With the absence of her
husband, Rufel is forced to manage the plantation activities without him. However,
Williams places Rufel in a setting where her relationship with slaves becomes deeper and
more genuine because of her declining economic circumstances. Rather than
romanticized version of black and white relationships in Faulkner’s and Mitchell’s
novels, their relationship evolves from initial distrusting sentiments to an honorable and
respecting friendship. This relationship is possible because of Bertie’s absence as a
husband due to his constant traveling. Similar to Scarlett O’Hara and Granny, Rufel is
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forced to run Sutton Hill alone out of necessity. Without a patriarch, she is at the mercy
of the plantation economy that is generally supported by the white male plantation owner.
Like Granny and Scarlett, she takes advantage of, in her case, runaway slaves that she
harbors to accomplish the continued operation of Sutton Hill. Though Granny and
Scarlett did not work with “runaways,'’ both would not have enjoyed their extensive
success without their slaves. Since Rufel is not accustomed to her new plantation duties.
she is forced to work together with her slaves, especially concerning crops: “She was
baffled by the larger questions of crop management that were implicit in these changes
and found it easier in this, as in so much else, to rely on Mammy’sjudgment”(Williams
112). Here, Rufel's dependence on the slaves is clearly apparent. Due to Rufel’s lack of
experience, she has to rely on Mammy’s expertise in the fields. Though she takes
advantage of this opportunity, it shows that she cannot master it alone.
Like Scarlett and Granny, Rufel turns her predicament into an economic
opportunity for herself and most importantly her slaves. She seizes the opportunity to be
successful without her husband by creating a slave-trading ring with her runaways, a
topic discussed further in this chapter. She resembles Scarlett O’Hara when she realizes
she can make more money without a husband:“Truly he must be dead. And if Bertie
were dead- Five thousand dollars was more than she could imagine”(Williams 154). In
other words, Rufel’s realization that she could share equal or increased success without a
male companion is similar to Scarlett’s awareness that she was better at business than her
husband Frank when he was absent due to illness. Thus, Rufel’s new understanding of
moneymaking enables her to take advantage of her husband’s absence by treating it as an
economic endeavor. It seems unlikely that this business venture would have occurred
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under other circumstances. This becomes obvious when Nathan, her black lover, queries.
What going to happen when the master come back here?”(Williams 162). Rufel
contemplates that his return would result in the re-enslavement ofthe black workforce
(Basu, Biman 14). Nathan's reminder of Bertie brings forward the issue that Bertie
would not approve of her running the plantation with “runaways”. Basu and Biman
quote Sherley Anne Williams regarding Rufel knows that the fugitive slaves “just knew
how to work; they didn't know how to direct it, to set it up from plant to harvest of all the
crops. And this is what Barker could do”(14). Supporting the theory that Rufel is
dependent on Barker, Basu and Biman quote Shirley Anne Williams in regards to Rufel’s
dependence on Barker, the primary planner and mastermind behind the mutual economic
scheme, “the crop that year was looking to be double what they had harvested the year
before”(14). Because of his presence, they were producing more crops without Bertie
than under his management. More daringly. Barker was proposing an economic slave
trading scheme that would mutually benefit Rufel and the runways(14). Basu and Biman
quote Williams regarding Barker’s reinforcement of this mutual advantage: “This deal
benefit her same as it do us”(14). Bertie’s abandonment allows Nathan, Rufel, and
Barker to engage into a mutually advantageous bond, where all depend on each other for
dual success. Sherley Anne Williams keeps the white mistress on a pedestal of power.
but most importantly she allows runaway slaves to possess an equivalent role. By
removing the white patriarch, Williams places Rufel in a position of equal partnership
with slaves, a fact that would be impossible if Bertie were present since he “didn’t
believe in sassy negroes or smart negroes”(Williams 161). Initially, it appears that Rufel
is in a bind due to the absence of Bertie. Bowever, her codependence on the runaways
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and her realization of her economic advantage shows that she is resilient,just like Granny
and Scarlett O'Hara. However, Sherley Anne Williams separates Rufel from Granny and
Scarlett. Why? Rufel is not the sole candidate for economic benefit and individual
freedom. While Rufel, Granny, and Scarlett share a similar economic reward and
independence, Rufel, alone finds an unlikely group of racial inferiors to share the benefits
equally.
In Bertie's absence, Rufel is able to gain physical satisfaction as well as the
plantation profits mentioned above, as well as them plantation economy mentioned
above. After Nathan, a runaway, establishes a friendship and then sexual relationship
with her, they equally capitalize on the relationship. Also, Williams inverts the black and
white roles when Nathan, the “runaway”, initiates the relationship: “He walked into the
bedroom without knocking, closed the door behind him, told her to take off her clothes.
He spoke with such authority that almost without thought her hand moved to the
drawstring at her bosom”(Williams 155). While she is able to find a connection with
someone and feel passion, something she never had with her husband. As a result.
Nathan is able to capitalize on the relationship in order to increase their chances of
getting her to agree to the runaway slave-trading scheme that Harker engineers. This
theory is proven when the slaves find out that he is having sex with Rufel: “Finally
Harker slap his thigh and laugh. ‘Doggone it. Cully,” he say,‘I didn’t believe old
Nathan’d do it!’”(Williams 167). Here, it is clear that there had been scheming between
Harker and Nathan about Nathan sleeping with Rufel especially when Cully says,“Miz
Lady bound to come in on the deal now!”(Williams 167). At the same time, Rufel is
able to take part in a forbidden relationship in many ways. It is obvious that her husband
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would never let this occur when Rufel describes what would happen to Nathan ifthey
were caught: “But he*d kill you or Marker, or anybody here, for any less than what you
are doing"(Williams 173), Once again, Bertie’s absence becomes a opportunity for both
Nathan and Rufel.
When Rufel and Dessa first meet, they both seem to view each other with racial
suspicion, and this is exemplified when Dessa awakens to Rufel nursing her newborn
baby, Mony. Chandra Wells argues that Rufel threatens Dessa’s sense of her own
identity as a mother when Rufel nurses Dessa’s child because of her injuries(Wells 85).
When Dessa sees this intervention by a white woman,she is upset and views Rufel’s
breastfeeding as an act of appropriation (85). However, Wells also argues that Williams
introduces Rufel's perspective to show that Rufel is indeed an individual, consisting of
complexities and imperfections, a “far cry from the objectified other that Dessa imagines
her to be”(86). Regardless of whether Rufel was being genuine or usurping Dessa
because of racial tension, 1 believe she upsets the racial hierarchy with her physical body.
Because Rufel becomes the wet nurse for a runaway slave, she crosses a racial barrier.
The result, whether intentionally or inadvertently, confounds societal standards. As
Reilly says,“Sherley Anne Williams inverts the stereotype of the black woman as wet
nurse when Ruth takes on the role for Mammy”(Reilly 66). In other words, this is
another example of Williams inverting the black and white stereotypical roles. Elizabeth
Lauren Reilly disagrees with the Chandra Well’s perspective of Rufel’s motive for
nursing Mony, Dessa’s baby:
When Dessa first comes to Ruth’s farm, Ruth, in a sense, steals part of Dessa’s
identity in a similar way as does Nehamiah. She becomes an unlawful mother to
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Mony. Dessa's son, because Dessa does not give her permission to nurse him...
but Ruth admits her shame in using the “baby’s hunger to spite the v^ench” rather
than feeding him out of concern for his survival. Although Dessa does not belong
to Ruth, Ruth treats her as property when she appropriates this intimate
connection between mother and son simply out of spite... Ruth looks at her
ability to feed the baby, when Dessa cannot, as a “real power over the wench.
(Reilly 66)
1 agree that Rufel used her body as a way of showing power over Dessa because they had
not broken down their racial barriers yet. She is able to capitalize on her bodily economy
and use it to provoke Dessa. Though both critics make compelling arguments,the
important issue here is Rufel*s ability to capitalize on her bodily economy to upset or
enforce power relationships. Rufel and Dessa undergo a literary racial role reversal, a
factor that would probably not have occurred with a patriarch in the home especially
since her husband was known to beat their previous slaves. Marie-Louise Loffler
considers Sherley Anne Williams Dessa Rose a prime example of literary reversal ofthe
“mammy image, which portray white women nursing black children”(6). Because of her
husband’s absence, she might have been able to use her body to nurse the baby in two
debated ways: to usurp Dessa and display her own power, or to simply feed a starving
baby, regardless of her preemptive views of Dessa. Nevertheless, I think it is important
to recognize that she advantageously uses her body and femininity because of the
patriarch’s absence. Though her motives might have been skewed,she breaks a social
standard when she takes on the role reversal as wet nurse for Dessa’s baby.
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Eventually. Williams allows her black and white characters to find an equal
relationship. By initially showing Rufel as a racist and Dessa as the defiant slave, it
creates a setting for their feelings toward one another to change. Instead ofa sole white
perspective, like in Gone with the Wind and The Unvanquished, Sherley Anne Williams
presents Dessa*s point of view, along with her white characters. In other words, it is a
more equal representation of their roles. In this sense, the racial barriers are broken down.
and Rufel and Dessa are able to develop a mutual relationship as females.
Though Rufel*s view of the “runaways” drastically changes throughout the story,
her initial feelings towards runaways become more apparent when her inner thoughts are
exhibited watching Dessa sleep: “The older darky had an abrupt way ofspeaking that
Rufel found daunting. Rufel herself was not, of course, a child to be corrected by some
middle-aged darky- Who knew no more about birthdays, she would continue sullenly to
herself’(Williams 90). Here, Rufel possesses notions similar to Scarlett O’Hara’s
feelings towards her slaves. Though Scarlett O’Hara loves Mammy,she always
considers slaves in a lower social category and caliber. It is important to note that
Rufel’s relationship changes with her runaways, but this initial resistance to black
assertiveness and knowledge provides a realistic environment for their relationship to
evolve.
Critics have noted how Rufel tries to control Dessa’s thoughts and actions, in
other words “Dessa’s story” because it is the only way she is able to form relationships
with the runaways(Rushdy 7). In other words, she only knows how to relate to slaves
when she is in a position of power over them. She has a similar incident of doing this
with her previous mammy named Dorcas.
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In Gone with the Wind, Mitchell allows the third person omniscient narrator to
follow Scarlett O’Hara exclusively. This provides a one sided white mistress’
perspective. The reader receives Scarlett O’Hara’s white perspective and point of view.
Similarly in Dessa Rose, when Rufel narrates and reminisces about her deceased mammy
Dorcas, there is a one sided perspective. Rufel reconstructs the thoughts of Dorcas in
order to preserve what she wants to hear from a black perspective. For example, Rufel
automatically believes that Dorcas agreed with everything she says and tries to reinforce
this after Dessa debunks her view of Dorcas, who Rufel commonly referred to as
Mammy:“But Mammy was my friend, she thought”(125). It takes Dessa to invert
Rufel’s standard lifelong view of how Dorcas actually felt about Rufel and even then.
Rufel still continued to construct an idealized view of Dorca’s feelings toward her.
Because she assumed that Dorcas loved her, Rufel never questioned the fact that her role
as a slave would affect how Dorcas truly viewed her white mistress. However,the
African American characters, especially Dessa,continuously put Rufel into her correct
place. What distinguishes Dessa Rose from Gone With the Wind is a single factor: the
African American thoughts and perspectives are heard. Instead offollowing Rufel’s
commands, Dessa constantly questions and disagrees with Rufel’s beliefs. This
perspective is absent in Margaret Mitchell’s Mammy character.
Rufel’s superiority continues until Dessa refutes the entire Mammy ideal for
Rufel. Rufel’s struggle to gain control of Dessa’s story is prefigured in Rufel’s
experiences with her slave “Mammy,” Dorcas. Due to a fever, Dorcas died shortly
before Dessa’s arrival, and the subject of Rufel’s love was suddenly gone. As Rushdy
argues, Rufel tries to appropriate Dessa’s story because it is the only way she knows how
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to introduce her to the “family'* and that is by taking the slave woman’s story and
imbricating it into her family's narrative (7). For example, in reflecting on Dessa’s age,
Rufel thinks that no slave has a sense of history or time: “That was why ihcy-she, Rufel,
Miz 'Fel," had chosen Valentines Day as Mammy’s birthday”(Rushdy 90). This shows
that Rufel was finding ways to assert her power over her slaves and demeaning them
based on their supposed lack of knowledge and self-awareness. In addition, by choosing
what day will represent Dorcas' birthday, Rufel affirms her control over Dorcas’ life and
establishes data for Dorcas* history (Rushdy 7). In giving her a birth date, Rufel
confirms the slaveholding system as Rushdy argues(7). I think she does this because she
is the white mistress who is controlling the history of her slaves’ lives. On the surface,
she seems in complete control by ultimately deciding Dorcas' birthday. However, Orcas
reacts in a defensive way that shows that “Mammy had refused to accept a date- ‘This
way I don't have to age, see,’ she had joked”(Rushdy 90). Though she does seem light
hearted in her response, she is still not accepting the date. This could be another way
Williams demonstrates that the white mistress tried to have omniscient power over the
slaves. However, Mammy does not accept the date. Though she might have appeared
light hearted, it was not a coincidence that Mammy rejects the date. By doing this, she
gains her a slight piece of her own identity. When remembering this instance. Ruffle
finds herself“rushing from the wound ofthat memory”(Rushdie 90). This illustrates
that Ruffle is bothered by Dorcas' failure to accept her dominance. Rufel thinks that
Dorcas is an extension of herself When she recalls that Dorcas often held an opinion
contrary to her own, Rufel utilizes her ability to reappropriate Dorcas' life story from
Rufel’s perspective(Rushdy 8).
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In addition, Rufel continues to reconstruct slaves’ voices. When Ada, a runaway
living on Sutton Hill plantation, tries to explain that her previous cruel master had lusted
after her and her daughter, Rufel is offended by Ada’s story. Instead offeeling
compassion towards another woman,she immediately defends the white master. This
shows how she still is not able to think of black woman as women but immediately
reverts to white supremacy. She says,‘‘‘No white man would do that,’ she’d insisted;
unless he tied a sack over his head first, she had continued maliciously to herself’(91).
Though Williams presents her initially as an ill-compassionate white mistress, she uses
her slave characters disprove Rufel’s opinions. In response to Rufel’s harsh statement.
4%

Mammy scolds her:

4

Miss Rufel!’ Mammy had said sharply.‘You keep a lady tongue

in your mouth. Men,’ Mammy had continued with a quailing glance as Rufel opened her
mouth, voice overriding Rufel’s attempt to speak,‘men can do things a lady can’t even
guess at

(Williams 92). Instead of Mammy scolding her in a loving way, it is possible

that Williams allows Mammy to respond negatively to Rufel in order to correct Rufel’s
racist views. By Dorcas telling Rufel to keep her “lady tongue” in her mouth, Dorcas is
telling her not to pretend to be able to speak for slave women (Rushdy 8). By silencing
Rufel during this exchange. Mammy shows she is not willing to tolerate Rufel’s scenarios
when she is ill informed. Where Rufel recalls the scene in her mind, she tries to
reconstruct her slave’s voices and decides that “Mammy,perhaps even then foreseeing
her own death, trying to secure the help Rufel would need until Bertie came back, knew
Rufel would need that scheming Ada”(Williams 93). In other words, Rufel reconstructs
Dorcas’ words in order for them to appease her thoughts and feelings. With her use of
the simple word “perhaps,” it is obvious that she is crafting this idea in her head in a way
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that appeases her thought processing. It is obvious that she still has to defend white
domination and supremacy in ways similar to Scarlett O’Hara’s actions.
Rufel takes the initial steps in her major character shift when she finally sees
Dessa's scars on her naked body. Seeing the visual history of slavery, she finally
recognizes the actual pain that the slaves endured in the remnants of physical trauma. It
is a powerful moment because Rufel sees a side of slavery that she either chose to ignore
or had been sheltered from when she “leaned weakly against the door, regretting what she
had seen. The wench had a right to hide her scars, her pain, Rufel thought, almost in
tears herself* (Williams 154). In other words, with her tears, Rufel finally feels deep
sympathy for Dessa and for the first time is able to reach a level of understanding with
Dessa. Why? When Ruth surprises Dessa unclothed and sees her scars, she “realizes
Dessa’s right to hide her pain and, more important, her own right to the private self
denied slaves”(Folks 25). Rufel recognizes her pain without reconstructing each event
that happened in order to make the white superior look better. This moment separates
Rufel from the typical white mistress because she feels the pain slaves have endured.
Though it is not physical pain, it is present just the same; thus a turning point in the story.
Unlike Faulkner and Mitchell, Williams places her major black characters in
positions that initially are distrusting of their white superiors. Williams does not
romanticize the relationship between Dessa and Rufel at the beginning. Instead of
unrealistically portraying them in a trusting friendship, she provides a setting for the
relationship to develop into a genuine friendship over time. Unlike the relationship
between Scarlett O’Hara and Mammy, Williams creates a tense relationship between
Dessa and Rufel at first. Arguably,from the moment Dessa wakes up and sees Rufel,
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Dessa corrects Rufel's ideas about her mammy,Dorcas. Rufel characterizes her initial
impression of Dessa:
When they open, they looked like Mammy’s,a soft-brown black set under
sleepy, long-lashed lids. And big. Once, when Rufel had had to restrain her, the
girl had seemed to look at her, to recognize her. Even as Rufel watched,the girl’s
expression had changed to fear and loathing.(Williams 97)
In other words. Rufel immediately thinks that Dessa “recognizes” her, even though Dessa
has never seen her before. Rufel automatically assumes that they should know each other
because of Dorcas; however, Dessa quickly alters Rufel’s fantasy when she shows a
countenance of“fear and loathing.” Part of what troubles Rufel is that once again she is
forced to encounter the memory of Dorcas’ subversive moments(Rushdy 11). As
Rushdy argues, her immediate reaction to Dessa’s facial expression is to control it and
banish her look of hatred from her face (11). Simple mindedly, Rufel assumes that Dessa
would like to listen to all about Rufel’s life, but Dessa’s harsh tone debunks everything
that Rufel believed to be true about Dorcas, her mammy:
Wasn’t no ‘mammy’ to it.’ The words burst from Dessa. She was a servant, a
slave (Dorcas?) who had nursed the white woman as Carrie had nursed Young
Mitress’s baby before it died. But, goaded by the white woman’s open-mouthed
stare, she continued,‘Mammy ain’t made you nothing!”(Williams 118)
Here, we see the anger that Dessa feels towards the white mistress. This violent
eruption from Dessa would never have occurred in Gone with the Wind or The
Unvanquished because Mitchell and Faulkner constructed their characters as proud of
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their placement in the white household. What distinguishes Dessa from Scarlett O’Hara's
Mammy and Rufel's Dorcas is a single factor: The black woman’s true opinion.
In Williams' novel, Dessa is a previously abused runaway slave who is forced to
interact with Rufel. a mistress who can only be seen as non-trustworthy to Dessa. The
fact that Dessa is able to challenge Rufel shows that Williams is thwarting the notion of a
‘‘content, house slave." Instead, the reader sees the worst side of slavery from the
perspective of Dessa. Williams creates insecurity in Rufel, qualities not seen in the
confident Scarlett O'Hara and Granny. After the fight about Dorcas, Rufel is forced to
reexamine each past interaction with Dorcas. There was no doubt in her mind that she
loved Dorcas, but did Dorcas love her? She is forced to ask personal questions about
Dorcas that never would have crossed her mind without Dessa’s severe accusations. In a
way, Dessa humanizes Dorcas, unlike the black characters in Gone With the Wind. By
instilling doubts in Rufel, it finally gives the mammy character a name and a place in
history. Rufel is no longer able to reconstruct what mammy said to her because she now
is compelled to uncover Dorcas’ identity. Rufel tries to reidentify Dorcas: “Dorcas. She
mouthed the name, seeing Mammy’s face now, but finding no comfort in the familiar
image. It was as if the wench had taken her beloved Mammy and put a stranger in her
place. Had Mammy had children, Rufel wondered”(Williams 128). When Mammy
changed Ruth Elizabeth’s name to Rufel, Rufel always believed it to be an act of love.
However, now she wonders,“Had Mammy minded when the family no longer called her
name? Was that why she changed mine? Rufel thought fearfully. Was what she had
always thought loving and cute only revenge, a small reprisal for all they’d taken from
her? How old had Mammy been?”(Williams 129). These questions represent two
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important things: Rufel realizes that Mammy could have been mocking her with the
given name “Rufel.” and she finally wonders how old Mammy had been. These lines
deconstruct Rufel*s preconceived notions and constructions of Mammy within her head.
Previously. Rufel was the one who defined Mammy’s birthday. However, now she is
more compelled to observe the correct personal information, especially her actual
birthday. Also, when Dorcas changed her name,to ‘‘Rufel,” she now recognizes that this
4^

act of love” may have been a gesture of revenge, a habitual moment of resistance that
she and her family were unable to read (McKible 14).
By building Dessa's character to balance Rufel, William sets up a power struggle
between the two of them. Dessa’s outspoken language gives her more leverage with
Rufel. Though Dessa may be afraid of the white mistress and chooses to lash out because
of anger, it does not change the fact that she gains more power in their relationship. This
is based strictly on the fact that she turns Rufel’s beliefs upside down. Whereas
Mitchell’s Mammy and Faulkner's Louvinia remain in their stereotypical subordinate
roles, Williams’ Dessa breaks these barriers because she is honest and harsh with Rufel
from the beginning. Because of Dessa’s courage to say something forbidden even, Rufel
plays the role opposite to Scarlett O’Hara in many ways. This interaction would never
have escalated to such a level in Gone With the Wind. Scarlett O’Hara would never have
let any house slave speak to her in an enraged and rebellious tone, not even Mammy.
While the relationship between Dorcas and Rufel initially had a more Gone with
the Wind appearance due to Rufel’s control of Dorcas, Rufel and Dessa’s relationship
completely inverts the white mistress and slave role. Though they are unaware of this
initially due to their unpleasant feelings towards the other, Rufel and Dessa are able to
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start afresh and discover friendship eventually. By removing the romanticism of slavery
and exposing horrors and scars, Williams creates an avenue for blacks and whites to
cultivate a new relationship.
Williams builds their relationship carefully as women. After Dessa helps Rufel
avoid sexual assault, there is a bond that forms between them. Dessa reflects “I never
will forget the fear that come on me when Miz Lady called me on Mr. Oscar, that
knowing that she was helpless in this as I was,that our only protection was ourselfs and
each others"(Williams 202). Here, Williams’ allows Dessa to see Rufel as a fellow
woman, instead of a white mistress. Their vulnerability together allowed them to cling to
one another. Because The Negress section is told from Dessa’s perspective, it becomes
clear that Dessa and Rufel’s relationship is genuine. In Gone With the Wind, it is difficult
to interpret the actual feelings of Mammy towards Scarlett because the reader is only able
to interpret the white perspective. However, in this section, Dessa explains how her
feelings have changed towards Rufel: “Well. My thoughts on her had changed some since
that night at Mr. Oscar’s. You can’t do something like this with someone and not
develop some closeness, some trust”(Williams 206). Since we receive Dessa’s
perspective, this is an authentic friendship between the two since she has always spoken
truthfully about their relationship.
Most importantly, Rufel destroys her past ideals ofracism when she helps prove
Dessa’s innocence to the Sheriff and Nehemiah (Wells 95). As Well’s writes, when the
two women outwit Nehemiah and “turn the tables” on him exposing the translucent
claims about Dessa, his powerless disgust confirms the threat of“women’s transracial
cooperation” poses to male dominance: “You-all in this together-womanhood”(95).
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Here, Nehemiah shows that these women have been working together, under the title of
womanhood, instead of race. This idea of womanhood and female bonding is reinforced
when Rufel defines their relationship after she defends her to the Sheriff and Nehemiah:
My name Ruth... 1 ain't your mistress”(McKible 14). Rufel never understands the
insights into slavery gained by Dessa, but their mutual respect and ability to be called by
their own names opens a conversation between the black and white female characters that
had been impossible earlier in the novel(McKible 14). Overall, this is how Rufel differs
from Scarlett. Though Scarlett gets along with her black help primarily, she does not
share a friendship with Mammy with the multifaceted honesty that Rufel and Dessa
share. Williams gives this relationship time in order for it to become a veracious
relationship. Does Dessa trust white people like Mammy did? Did Mammy ever trust
Scarlett? In response to the first question, no; however, she does learn to trust Rufel
because of their shared experiences. There is no idealized relationship between slaves
and owners because Williams does not allow this novel to proceed in such a manner. To
the latter question, it is difficult to know for certain because the story is told from
Scarlett’s point of view. The reader never is able to connect with Mammy as a human
being because she is only seen as a cooperative and proud house slave. There is no
insight into the Mammy’s deeper thoughts, expect her surface relationship with Scarlett.
Williams presents Rufel in an untraditional form when she becomes involved in
economic schemes with the fugitive slaves. First, Williams places her in a non
stereotypical role in her approach to becoming a part of it. Second, it is Nathan, her black
lover, who introduces her to the idea ofjoining with the slaves to run a scam through the
South by selling the runaways and then arranging to meet them before the new “owners”
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have a chance to take possession of them (McKible 1). As mentioned earlier, Rufel takes
advantage of the aftermath of the Civil War and the vacancy of her husband in order to
take part in economic growth. In future pages, an increased focus of William's depiction
of slave running and its comparison to Granny’s economic interactions with her slave.
Ringo will be addressed.
In the case of Scarlett O'Hara and Granny,their economic schemes originated
with their ideas. In Rufel*s case, she is depending on the fugitive slaves to produce a
plan. Here, this is another example of Williams’ inverting the white and black roles.
When Nathan introduces the idea of crafting a slave-trading ring, not only is she not
offended Rufel thinks it is a reasonable idea and follows their lead. Rufel is “a little
repelled by the scheme, yet amused,too. It was like Nathan,she thought, to propose that
she do the very thing she wanted to keep Bertie from doing,” but overall she is okay with
the idea. In a way,she resembles Granny when she first appears to disapprove ofthe new
economic scheme. However, whatever her disapproval rating may be, it does not stop
her from wanting to participate for the money. Though Granny acts similarly to Rufel,
Granny still is not willing to share the funds she will gain from the undertaking. The
relationship between Rufel and Nathan in Dessa Rose and Granny and Ringo in The
Unvanquished is similar on the one hand because once again a white mistress and black
man are working together. On the other hand, Ringo remains in a stereotypical role of
freed slave that stays on the plantation after being emancipated. In addition, Ringo
follows the orders of Granny. In the case of Nathan, he has more control for a few
reasons: he has engaged in a sexual relationship with Rufel and has utilized this
relationship to bring Harker’s liberal economic ideas forward. Because ofthis
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relationship, I believe he gains an economic edge because their personal lives have
infringed on their professional relationship.
Though Rufel may not be the mastermind behind her economic scheme, she has
underlying feelings similar to Scarlett. She begins to rationalize the idea of her
husband's death: “Truly he must be dead. And if Bertie were dead- Five thousand dollars
was more money than she could imagine”(Williams 154). In this case, her actions are
similar to Scarlett O'Hara when her husband Frank is not present. She seems to like the
fact that she can make more money without a husband. With this, she is taking advantage
of the fact the white patriarch is missing, as mentioned in previous pages. Yet, the
fundamental difference that Williams' creates, I believe, is the fact that Rufel has to rely
on the slaves for the economic plan to take action. It was not her idea, and this factor
alone shows that Williams is giving the black characters more authoritative roles. While
there are parts of Granny and Scarlett in Rufel, she is surrounded by authoritative black
men like Nathan and Harker, especially since she agrees with Nathan to split the money
equally: ‘^we could make maybe nine or ten thousand dollars. And we’d split it, split the
money. That’d be five thousand cash dollars for you; five thousand dollars for us to
away from here on.”(Williams 150-151). This relationship contrasts the business
enterprise between Granny and Ringo. In the Unvanquished, there is no equal profit
sharing between Granny and Ringo.
Overall, the relationship between Rufel and the runaways, especially Dessa,
completely transforms her. From demanding slave mistress initially to compassionate
friend of Dessa, Rufel completely shifts roles by the end of the novel. At the same time,
Dessa learns to trust Rufel. It is important to remember that this relationship would never
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have blossomed without two important factors: Dessa’s aggression towards Rufel and the
absence of the patriarch at Sutton Hill. The absence of Rufel’s husband allows for her
and the runaways to gain financial freedom while blacks and whites improve their
relationship. In addition, with Bertie gone, Rufel is able to conduct her physical
relationship in new ways, and the financial situation allows her to find her own freedom.
With these two factors, stereotypical race and gender roles are broken, new relationships
are formed, and economic positions of power become available for unlikely runaway
candidates and the plantation mistress.
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Chapter IV:
Changes in Narrative Perspective and Black Economies
In this final chapter. I want to address how the neo-slave narratives of, Sherley
Anne Williams* Dessa Rose and Ernest Gaines’ The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman
are constructed in a perspective in which their story is told in an interview style between
interviewer and slave. Both novels are constructed in an interview form by an
interviewer and the slave. In the case of Dessa Rose, Nehemiah, a white supremacist,
interviews Dessa while she is imprisoned for his new book. In The Autobiography of
Jane Pittman, Miss Jane recounts her entire life story to an interviewer. With the added
benefit of having an interviewer interested in her perspective and story, Jane is able to
relate the story of her life without the interjected interviewer’s opinion as in Nehemiah’s
writing. In Dessa Rose's scenario, Dessa is imprisoned not only literally but also by
Nehemiah*s writing. Because he writes the form of her story he wants read, he shapes
her story in order to please him and his readers. Ultimately, he writes to increase his
clout as a writer and skews her story in order to sell more books. Also, in Chapter IV,I
want to explore how the writing framework sheds new light on the plantation economy
for the white female matriarch, slaves, and freed slaves.
I want to investigate the change in narrative perspective in Dessa Rose and The
Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman with the oral transmission ofthese stories. Because
Ernest Gaines wrote Miss Jane Pittman in 1971 and Sherley Anne Williams followed
sixteen years later in 1986 with Dessa Rose, there is much overlap in ideas. Gaines’ and
Williams’ neo slave narratives show significant changes in economics following the Civil
War for black and white Southerners. Both works highlight the changes and lack of
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economic opportunities for slaves and freed slaves. In this chapter, a deeper discussion
will evolve concerning the difference in Jane Pittman's economic opportunities before
and after she is free.
In Dessa Rose. Sherley Anne Williams separates the book into three parts: “The
Darky". “The Wench", and the "Negress". Furthermore, Williams introduces the first
section." The Darky" in Nehemiah's point of view. Nehemiah, a racist white journalist.
is the interviewer seeking Dessa's story for his new book. In Nehemiah’s case, Dessa’s
story is told from a white supremacist's perspective. In order for Nehemiah to make
money off this second book. The Roots ofRebellion in the Slave Population and Some
Means ofEradicating Them, he distorts Dessa’s story in order for the story to be popular,
regardless of the truth. After listening to pieces of her story, he only gleans his biased
opinions from her reported facts. He condenses of her story in the following way:
These are the facts of the darky’s history as I have thus far uncovered them: The
master smashed the young buck’s banjo. The young buck attacked the master.
The master killed the young buck. The darky attacked the master- and was sold to
the Wilson slave coffle.(Williams 39)
In other words, Nehemiah, the white writer, interprets Dessa’s thoughts into his
perspective. Instead of him strictly recording what she says, he forms a quite different
account based on his racist view. Nehemiah, in rewriting Dessa’s history, attempts to
contain her meaning within the language of slavery (McKible 3). Why? Because
Nehemiah views people like Dessa as property thus dehumanizing them in his writing.
Nehemiah defends everything he writes about Dessa in fact as Adam McKible shows, he
considers himself a man of‘Science. Research,’ ‘a teacher man’”(3). However,
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Nehemiah's collection of data is a “methodology of distortion and- for Dessa-a disabling
construction of the truth”(McKible 3). Instead of investigating why Dessa attacks her
master, he only wants to report her as savaged and crazed refusing to accept that she may
have had good reason. For example, in the previous quote, when Nehemiah says,“The
master smashed the young buck's banjo,” Nehemiah fails to include that the master’s
action defeats Kaine's spirit and freedom when he does this(McKible 3). Nehemiah
excludes Kaine's response from his wTiting, *‘’Masa can make another one,’ he say.
‘Nigga can't do shit. Masa can step on a nigga hand, nigga heart, nigga life, and what
can a nigga do? Nigga can't do shit.'’(Williams 38). Even though Dessa expresses the
deeper meaning of how Kaine was affected by the master smashing his banjo, Nehemiah
excludes Kaine's true feelings. Instead, the reader of white history is only able to see,
“The master smashed the young buck’s banjo. The young buck killed the master”
(Williams 39). Though Nehemiah listens to Kaine’s side ofthe story from Dessa, he only
chooses the parts that make Kaine look deranged because his banjo was smashed. As
McKible concludes, in Dessa Rose, Adam Nehemiah,the Southern historiographer,
creates a narrative designed to comer Dessa and rewrite her humanity (3).
While Nehemiah attempts to control Dessa’s story, Dessa’s voice finds a place
even in the first section dictated by Nehemiah,“The Darky”. Williams frequently
overlaps Nehemiah’s discourse with Dessa’s so that- even though his consciousness
controls the first section- Dessa’s voice dominates his journal entries(Moody 9). Adam
Nehemiah notices her defiant language when she responds to his questions. When he
asks which darkies got away, she responds with a completely disconnected answer about
Kaine, her lover: “Kaine just laugh when Mamma Hattie say that playing with God,
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putting yourself on the same level's His peoples is on”(Williams 37). Here, it is clear
that she answers his questions in a random form with no real structure to her thought.
Though it would be easy to dismiss as random and slightly crazy, it appears that there
could be a deeper meaning to her answering his questions as well as abating them. If
Dessa had followed Nehemiah's orders and answered his questions, she would have been
reinforcing what he wanted her to do, ultimately her aiding in the writing of his racist
book. However, by defying him, Williams sets Dessa up to discover her voice early.
Though the entire chapter is told from Nehemiah’s perspective, Williams still places
Dessa in a role where she is defiant of the white men and women. In addition, Dessa
‘‘parenthetically intrudes" as Joycelyn Moody points out(10). When the narrator initially
describes Dessa's responses to Nehemiah from his point of view; as her “interlocutor, he
reports indiscriminately her actions.” Moody argues that the narrator interrupts one of
Dessa’s recollections in direct discourse with a parenthetical clause clearly from her own
consciousness and not from Nehemiah’s myopic one:“He [Kaine] laugh and say,‘Run,
Dessa.’ “(Lewd. No one had never said her name so sweet. Even when he was angry.
Dessa. Dessa. She would always know the way he called her name.)” ‘Dessa, run
where?”’(Moody 10) It is apparent that Williams shows the early stages of Dessa’s
defiance to find her true voice in later chapters.
Williams illustrates Dessa’s increasing self-confidence and self-esteem by
allowing her to take control and recount her narrative more(Moody 10). Dessa
continually “asserts herself in other characters’ accounts of her actions”, to develop how
she is depicted and understood (Moody 10). As the novel advances, the third person
narrator “changes from the consciousness of Nehemiah in the first section (“The Darky”),
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to Ruth Sutton in the second section (“The Wench”), before finally being replaced in the
third section (“The Negress") by Dessa's own voice in first-person narrative”(Moody
10). Because Williams shifts the narrative between Nehemiah, Rufel, and Dessa, the
author shows a side of each character that is only seen when they serve as narrator. Why
is this important? The narrator allows us to understand their thoughts and actions since it
is in their personal perspective. By seeing their separate points of view, Williams creates
more equality between the characters simply because their three points of view are spread
out evenly in the novel. If the book were solely in Nehemiah’s conscience, his writing
would have been an unequal assessment of Dessa since he views her from the eyes of a
white supremacist. Because the story shifts points of view in the three sections, Williams
generates a more balanced assessment of each important character’s motive.
Also, as McKible argues, Nehemiah increases the stmggle of defining characters
correctly when he continuously refers to Dessa as “Odessa,” a name primarily used by
white characters to classify Dessa (13). However, Dessa will not let Nehemiah abuse her
name. She insists that her name is “Dessa, Dessa Rose. Ain’t no 0to it”(McKible 13).
Because she is wiling to stand up to Nehemiah and declare her identity, she defies
Nehemiah, the white historian. While Nehemiah tries to declare his “social dominance
and objectifies her, it shows that he is trying to write over Dessa and discredits the
conditions of her existence”(McKible 13). Because of her resolve to maintain her name
as Dessa, rather than the incorrect Odessa, she disrupts Nehemiah’s fiction and rewrites
her narrative:
Her rejection of the O signifies her rejection ofthe inscription of her body by the
other(s). In other words, Dessa’s repudiation ofthe 0(Otherness?) signifies her
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always already present- what Ralphel Elison describes as the unquestioned
humanity of the slave. She deletes nothing- except the white male other’s
inscription/ascription.(McKiblel 3).
In other words. Dessa refuses to give up her voice and her opinion. Though Nehemiah
tries to dictate her thoughts in order for his book to impress his white readers, Dessa
defeats the odds by resisting his claims. If Dessa had remained silent and submissive
during interviews, Nehemiah would have been successful. However, with her continued
randomness in answering questions and flatly rejecting his claims, Williams gives Dessa
her own voice, and it sets up her character development for the rest ofthe novel.
In contrast to the interview style in Dessa Rose, The Autobiography ofMiss Jane
Pittman is an oral transmission taken voluntarily of Jane Pittman when she was over one
hundred years of age. This creates an unthreatening environment for an interview setting
with a slave. It was the summer of 1962, and the interviewer, a schoolteacher, wanted
her story of slavery to “help me explain things to my students”(Gaines VII). While
Nehemiah forced Dessa into an interview in 1847, the schoolteacher delicately
approaches Jane Pittman hoping for an interview in order to educate his students.
Considering 1962 in the midst ofthe Civil Rights Movement, African Americans are
making serious movements into freedom,and this interviewer yearns for her actual
account of her misfortune, and strength, with purpose ofeducating his students about the
past. Because he wants facts, Jane Pittman dictates her own story. Though the
schoolteacher sometimes finds it difficult to follow Miss Pittman, he wants this to be a
record of her struggle but also a testament to the hardship of all the other slaves described
in her account. He describes her story telling: “This is what both Mary and Miss Jane
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meant when they said you could not tie all the ends together in one neat direction. Miss
Jane's story is all of their stories, and their stories are Miss Jane’s”(Gaines X). Here, it
is obvious that he wants to report a story that deserves to be told. Unlike Nehemiah, he is
not profit or fame seeking. Instead, he wants her story to be heard in order to make a
difference. After she agrees to the interview, he is humbled by her acceptance,“You
mean it's all right?"(Gaines VIII). His reaction shows his respect for her and disbelief
that she would agree to the intendew. In addition, compared to the interview between
Nehemiah and Dessa. this interaction between Miss Jane and the school teacher shows a
complete role change: the narrator is essentially begging for “her” story. While the
schoolteacher is humbled, Nehemiah, on the other hand,feels entitled and expects the
imprisoned slave, Dessa, to respond to him as her superior.
Because Jane Pittman is able to narrate her story, there is a realistic account ofthe
pain slaves endured. She gives a first hand slave account and perspective, noninterrupted by a white narrator, such as Nehemiah,that might try to rewrite her words.
Jane Pittman establishes her moment in time that is right for her to stand up for the
African American cause. Ernest Gaines does not paint her as a vocal lifelong radical for
African American rights; thus, her interview is given greater credence. Now,she is able
to make a more impacting stand for the rights of African Americans.
Jane reports when enslaved as a child her given name was Ticey. This was her
identity, and it was how white ownership defined her. When she met a Yankee officer
named Corporal Brown, he renamed her Jane Brown. For the first time in her life, Ticey
became a being of the past, and this new namesake gave her identity and humanity.
When her white mistress addressed her as Ticey, Jane stands her ground:“You called me
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Ticey. My name ain't no Ticey no more, it’s Miss Jane Brown. And Mr. Brown say
catch him and tell him if you don’t like it”(Gaines 9). Because Jane is able to stand up to
her white mistress, this shows that she is now different and has a meaning for her life.
She will not allow anyone to change the course of her life especially through the vehicle
of race. After she is freed, she sets out as an unwary child for the freedom road to Ohio,
assuming Corporal Brown's home will immediately will be better. Jane naively assumes
that freedom can be obtained in a place called Ohio. As Andrew explains,“freedom,to
her, and its fulfillment are thus identified spatially, rather than psychologically and
spiritually", in her naive mind (Andrews 146).
However,though she might view things from a child’s viewpoint, Gaines still
places her in situations where she is not afraid to stand up to her white superiors. After
gaining her freedom, she adopts a boy named Nate when his mother is bmtally murdered.
Shortly thereafter, a white woman traveling takes them under her wing and attempts to
confuse what Jane thinks about freedom:“Oh child, child, there ain’t no Ohio. Ifthere is,
it ain’t what you done made up in your mind. Ya’ll come back with me. Ya’ll come
back. I’ll treat you right”(Gaines 30). In other words, she offers a world ofthe
plantation past to Jane and Ned,a time and place of security in her eyes, but this “siren
song” to “go back” to the past, only serves the purpose of upholding the status quo for
Jane (Andrews 146). Here, Jane Pittman sees two things: returning takes away
independence and seeking freedom results in discomfort. In a way,she takes on a Dessalike role in the way she defies the white woman’s view ofslavery. She talks about her
mother being beaten by her overseer,“And he hit her with the stick... She fell on the
ground and he hit her and hit her and hit her”(Gaines 29), and by the end, the white
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mistress leaves and Jane sees, “Just before we left I saw one ofthe girls patting her mama
on the shoulder, and 1 knowed she was crying”(Gaines 31). Just as Dessa refutes the
mammy role for Rufel, similarly Jane Pittman opens this white mistress’ eyes to the
horrors of slaver>^ The white mistress has an ambiguous role at the beginning because it
is difficult to discern her exact motives for wanting to help them. She tries to entice Jane
and Ned. but at the same time, she treats her slaves with a harsh tone when they try to use
their voice: “'Quiet. Nicodemus.’ the white lady said.‘You going to your daddy in
Ohio?' she asked me''(Gaines 30). Gainesjuxtaposes her enticing of Jane and Ned with
the harsh tone she uses with her slaves. Here, it seems that the white mistress has
tendencies to act like Rufel does at the beginning ofDessa Rose and Scarlett O’Hara in
Gone with the Wind. She does not hesitate to chastise her slaves, and it is obvious that
the white mistress uses her power for her own gains. However, by the end of her
interaction with Jane, it seems that Jane has inverted her previous thoughts about slavery
and freedom, particularly since she cries when she knows they are walking away from
her form of“help.” Regardless of her motives, Jane’s response is crucial. She says “no”
to a white mistress. Gaines places her in a situation where she is assertive, thus dictating
her feelings and actions for the remainder of the novel.
Although Jane realizes that she is not capable of making the journey to Ohio with
Ned, it is important to recognize that discontinuation of her travels is not a failure of her
pursuit of independence and Ireedom. Her resolve remains to realistically improve her
chances for herself and Ned. She declares she will not be moved “literally and
figuratively, by vain ideals of Northern freedom on the one hand or by despair of
Southern change on the other’(Andrews 147). Here, though she chooses not to keep
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moving towards “spatial freedom" in Ohio, she resolves to wait for a true prospect of
freedom. It may appear as a sign of weakness not to continue her journey to Ohio, but I
believe she is biding her time for a better opportunity. Though it appears that she gives
up a dream, she chooses to wait for a time that will accommodate her ideals instead.
While Ned grows up and leaves Jane, he goes to “redefine progress toward
freedom in intellectual and spiritual terms,’' as Andrews argues(47). It seems to me that
Jane stays because such a move would not be progressive for her yet. The murder of Ned
is a turning point for Jane. Though she always understands progress, her mission
becomes more personal and spiritual, converting to spirituality in her mid-fifties. This
factor bears witness to Jane's incorporation of Ned’s socio-political ideals and her
interpretation of them into “fundamental spiritual values on which her individual
development towards folk leadership depends”(Andrews 147).
Finally, the death of Jimmy Aaron in the end restates the tragedy of martyred
black leadership and becomes the catalyst for black response, especially Jane, to the
“steady state of the white Southern socio-political order”(Andrews 147). In other words,
Jane finally finds her moment to take a stand. For her, it becomes the greatest stand of all
because she waits for the time when he voice will make a difference. In the last scene of
the Autobiography, Pittman leads an unlikely army out to oftheir plantation where they
work and proceeds to where the “spirit of martyred Jimmy Aaron” will meet them
(Andrews 149). While the plantation owner, Robert Samson,tries to discourage them,
Jane will not be hindered,“Me and Robert looked at each other a long time, then I went
by him’'(Gaines 259). This interaction between the white plantation owner and his black
worker, Jane, is one of the most powerful moments in the story. Since it is the last line of
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the novel, it entirely sums up Jane's life. The story ends with her actions literally
speaking louder than any narrative from her midlife. It shows that she honors the
deceased and believes everyone deserves a chance offreedom,security, and
independence. She stands for oppressed men and women. When Robert tells her to go
home, his command never stands a chance against her determination. This shows that
Jane cannot be held back by this “embodiment of white repression”(Andrews 149).
Thus, she walks by him and leaves him behind incapable ofstopping her(Andrews 149).
Though Jane Pittman is not an example of an individual that is outspoken regarding equal
rights throughout the entire novel like Ned and Jimmy Aaron,she does, however, use her
silence to her advantage. Maybe Miss Pittman watched too many of her loved ones fall
to white supremacy and racially motivated murders in their overt approach; however, by
waiting for the right moment, she creates a side of herself that will be remembered and
recognized:
Her psychological development through the book has prepared her for this
ultimate act of self-assertion, the unprecedented yoking ofthe faraway and
evanescent ideal of socio-political progress. Having anchored future aspirations
in a sustaining, not restraining past, there will be no more going back for Jane
Pittman again.(Andrews 149)
Jane Pittman waits for a moment when she knows she will make a difference and
survives to tell the account. While she does not operate like Dessa, she embodies
something just as worthy for African American women. She uses her female body and
elderly voice to stand up for those that came before and after her. In her old age, she has
lived many different lives: from slave, to wife, to elderly social reformer. She makes her
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final stand in the midst of the Civil Rights Movement. As a former slave, she represents
the pain and suffering for herself and her peers and reminds people one hundred years
later to continue to stand against prejudice. She uses her silence as a tool in propelling
herself past Robert Samson because words are not required to defend herself. She does
not need a defense. Why? Jane Pittman makes a choice to never be oppressed and lives
to tell the stor\\
Plantation economies in The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman and Dessa
Rose, pioneer economic changes for blacks pre-Civil War and post-Civil War. As we see
in Dessa Rose, the relationship between blacks and whites was shifting since the slave
selling scheme is perhaps the greatest example of white power structure being
undermined in the book (Beaulieu 36). More importantly, the runaways succeed in
reconfiguring the social hierarchy by inserting themselves in a group usually reserved for
white traders of property (Beaulieu 36). Ultimately, Williams inverts the stereotypical
white and black roles of plantation economics creating a setting for blacks survival with
the backdrop of the patriarch missing. This concept completely reverses the role of
plantation economics in Gone With the Windmdi The Unvanquished, where white
mistresses prosper and blacks remain in roles of oppressioa In tht Autobiography of
Miss Jane Pittman, Jane uses her advanced age and social savvy to become victorious
over white supremacy in the end. While she does not make money in the plantation
economy like the characters in Dessa Rose; she leaves a legacy at the end of her life for
all African Americans to reverse their odds and stand for freedom. Jane’s silence defies
Robert Samson's commands thereby saving her voice for the interview and future
generations. She generates a social economy for future descendents and finds closure for
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the failed economies of the past. By waiting for the right time, she stands for those lost,
but most importantly, she gives hope to future generations.
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CONCLUSION
The primar>' goal of my thesis was to identify women’s plantation economies and
to investigate these economies from the perspective of period authors both black and
white. By examining Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind, William Faulkner’s The
Unvanquished, Sheriey Anne Williams Dessa Rose, and Ernest Gaines’ The
Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman. I posed the question: is there a more truthful
representation of the slave/owner relationship in the plantation economy by contemporary
African American novelists than white novelists who were roughly three to four
generations removed from the Civil War and Reconstruction? After extensive research,
the answer appears to be “yes'’ in large part due the fact that these neo-slave narratives
are told from the slave perspective, and after all, they were the oppressed race in this time
period.
While writers Faulkner and Mitchell allow the plantation mistress to break
societal and economic barriers, they exclude the voice offemale slaves and position them
in stereotypical roles of the “help.” Neo-slave novelists, Williams and Gaines, provide a
different approach in which slaves assume central economic and social roles, factors that
allow their slave voices to be heard. Williams and Gaines provide the African American
perspective. This allowed me interpret the thoughts ofthose characters silenced in the
works by Faulkner and Mitchell.
In Chapter I, I addressed the issue that the Civil War and lack ofthe patriarch
changed the white plantation mistress’ status as women,a concept that I believe holds
true with Scarlett O'Hara and Granny's economic success in the plantation economy.
Because their husbands and male leaders were absent due to the Civil War,these
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plantation mistresses took advantage ofthis absence. By employing their femininity,
Faulkner and Mitchell empower Scarlett O’Hara and Granny in the business world thus
giving them freedom to exercise their newfound independence. However, Faulkner and
Mitchell provide a one-sided account. While the white plantation mistresses establish
and succeed in the free market. Faulkner and Mitchell choose to keep slaves in their
stereotypical roles of“help*’.
1 highlight this idea in Chapter II by recognizing the lack ofthe black voice.
Overall. I think that Faulkner and Mitchell create idealistic black/white relationships. By
creating obedient and content slaves like Mammy and Louivinia, they only reinforce
white supremacy on the plantation. Because of this. Gone With the Wind and The
Unvanquished provide the one-sided account ofthe white perspective on the plantation
economy because we never hear the thoughts of Mammy,Louvinia, or Ringo.
Ultimately, there is only partial truth in Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished.
Though Faulkner and Mitchell empower their leading women,these primary characters
are white. The black characters who make the white plantation mistress’ success possible
remain under the constraints of repression.
In Chapter III and IV, my primary goal was to balance the biased perspective of
William Faulkner and Margaret Mitchell using contemporary neo-slave narratives Dessa
Rose and The A utobiogi'aphy ofMiss Jane Pittman. Because Sherley Anne Williams and
Ernest Gaines provided the African American perspective, it opens the door for a more
balanced perspective. Also. Williams and Gaines provided settings in their fiction where
slaves and freed slaves are empowered by economic endeavors like the slave trading
scheme presented by the runaways in Dessa Rose. Since both novels are conducted in an
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interview form, both Dessa Rose and Miss Jane Pittman are able to dictate their own
story. This simply is not present in Gone With the Wine/and The Unvanquished. Instead,
we see freed slaves like Mammy and Louvinia responding to their white mistresses while
their true feelings are absent. Since Williams and Gaines empower their black characters
with economic and social success, it helps equalize the relationship between the
plantation mistress and their slaves.
Overall. Gaines and Williams awaken the slaves from their silence experienced in
the novels Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished. Dessa and Miss Jane Pittman are
given influence and a right to be heard. Because ofthis, the idealistic relationship
between slaves and owners depicted in Gone With the Wind and The Unvanquished is
discredited. By exposing the hardship and sorrow slaves endured, the reality ofslavery
resonates in Dessa Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman.
Ultimately, 1 agree with ideas ofthe contemporary neo-slave narratives Dessa
Rose and The Autobiography ofMiss Jane Pittman. Because I was able to hear the slave
perspective, I realized that Faulkner and Mitchell were excluding an entire side ofthe
plantation economy and slavery. Why do they do this? I feel like after writing this thesis,
I have a sturdy understanding of the different claims ofthe contemporary neo-slave
narratives and the white 1930s writers. However,the question remains: why did
Faulkner and Mitchell write biased accounts ofthe plantation economy during and after
the Civil War? I cannot help but feel that these writers were a product oftheir time.
Though the Civil War seems scores away from the 1930s, Faulkner and Mitchell grew up
in an era where their grandfathers shed blood, sweat, and tears fighting to preserve ‘The
Cause and like the anthem rings today “Way down south in Dixie... Look away Dixie
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land." In realit>. the Ci\ il War occurred roughly four generations prior to when Mitchell
and Faulkner wrote their accounts ofthe plantation economy. Though this may not be a
contributing factor, it was stimulating to ponder upon when I realized how close the time
periods were to each other in the grander scheme of things. In addition, the South in the
midst of Depression era might have had some mirroring similarities to the Reconstructing
South.
Though I may favor the neo-slave perspective, I will not discount the credibility
or eloquence of Margaret Mitchell and William Faulkner. In the preface of Gone With
the Wind Pat Conroy describes the novel best:'""Gone With the Wind is a book "with many
flaws, but it cannot, even now. be easily put down. The book still glows and quivers "with
life"(1 9). There is no denying the mystique and allure that Faulkner and Mitchell have
provoked from readers throughout the decades. Yet, critically speaking, both authors
present a biased story of the plantation life.
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